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The once prosperous gold, silver, copper and lead mines 
of the Searchlight mining district, Nevada, are situated 
along the south and western margins of a large quartz monzon1te 
body. This intrudes the Precambrian gneisses and younger 
lava flows. Associated mineral veins show an eccentric type 
of zoning around the in trusive. 
Seven rock samples of the quartz monzonite representing 
dirrerent parts of the intrusive were analyzed petrographieally 
and spectrographically. Modal analyses and various types 
of rock alteration were investigated petrographically. 
Spectrochemical analyses of the rock samples and their major 
minerals were-carried out for certain trace elements. A 
semi-quantitative method was used without internal standards. 
A simple synthetic silicate base was utilized for the prep­
aration of standards to obtain working curves. The total 
energy method of Slavin ·proved satisfactory for au, Pb, Ni, 
Co, Cr, Ga, Mn, Sr, Ti, V and Zr but too insensitive for 
Zn, Ag and Au content. 
Minerals ot the rock samples were first separated and 
purified by reduction in grain size, use of the Frantz 
Isodynamio Separator, and careful selection under the bin­
ocular microscope. 
Spectrochemical analyses of the puriried minerals show 
that unaltered minerals contain more Cu and Pb than the 
altered ones. From the modal analysis of the rocks and the 
iii 
Cu and Pb content of pure minerals, mathematical computation 
permitted prediction of the possible Cu and Pb content of 
the original unaltered rocko 
Fertaomagnesian nrinerals contain anomalously high con­
centrations or Cu, Pb, Ni, Co, Mn, and Cro The light colored 
minerals are poor in these elements, but are high in Sr and 
Gao Cu appears to have been released in the alteration of 
green minerals to cbloriteo Quartz samples show significant 
amounts o� Cu and Pb, but this appears to be surrace ad­
sorption· phenomenon, and suggests Cu and Pb solutions acted 
on the quartz. 
Compared to other compilations, the Searchlight intrusive 
is low in Ga, Cr, Mn and V, normal in Cu, Ni, Ti, and Zn, 
and high in Pb and Sr. Little dirference exists in the bulk 
trace element content of the apopbyses and main intrusive 
body. This may be due to small proportion of mafic minerals 
in the rock. Cu is in greater quantity in the early formed 
pyroxene than later formed biotite. It is also more abundant 
in earlier plagioclase than later ortboclase. The Pb con­
tent in magnetite increases towards the north, while Ni, v, 
Ti and Cr decrease. 
Unaltered minerals in the southern part of the intrusive 
show a higher Cu content than fresh minerals in the north, 
but altered minerals in the south are more depleted in Cu. 
The altered rocks also show a maximum decrease in Pb content 
near the lead producers. The ratio or Pb to Cu in the un­
altered rock compared to the altered rock is 2.73:l, interest­
ingly close to the production ratio of 2.6:1 of Pb to Cu. 
iv 
The zoning and the spectrochemical data suggest the 
Searchlight intrusive is truly "productive". The possibility 
ot predicting a "productive" intrusive and "non-productive" 
intrusive by trace element analyses might be further sub­
stantiated or disproved by more detailed studies ot a similar 
nature• Altered and una:ltered minerals ,of a.elected intrusives 
and bulk analyses of the rocks for the trace elements sought 
should determine if these elements have been released or 
retained by the parent rock. The former could be a guide to 
a "productive" intruaive. 
v 
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I. · INTRODUCTIOB 
A •. . Origin or Problem� 
The Searchlight Mining district is in Clark County, 
near the soutnern end of Nevada. The district has produced 
gold, ailver, copper.:and lead aince·ita discovery in 
1897. Production :reac.b.ed ita peak during the period 1903 
to 1907 wben tne average value of annual output was $447 1 650. 
Atterwarda t.tle production gradually declined to a relatively 
miner amount in recent times. Total production tor tbe 
district to 1935 waa $•1 657,711. Tnia included 207,669.?8. 
ouncea or gold, 219 1 596 ouncea o� silver, 650 1 550 poU11da 
ot copper, and l 1 675,S60 pounds or lead (Callag.ban, 19Z91 p.151). 
The ore of the diatrict bas been mined from veina 
which are distributed approximately in an echelon patter•· 
or westerly trend, along the western and aoutnern aargina 
of a large northerly trending body or quartz monzonite. 
The latter 1a intrusive i.nto a group or older lava flow• 
and breccias, and a group ot even older metamorp!l1c·rocka: 
The quartz monzon1te.1s j cons1dered to be tbe probabl•·aource 
et tlle ore :forming solutions ot tbeae veins by Callaghan 
(1939, p.141). Tbe ottter view neld.b7 Callaghan (1939, p.141) 
1a tbat tbe quartz monzonite merely served as a competent 
buttreaa against intruded host rock• and produced fracture• 
2 
in tbe latter, which were later nu.neralized bJ' ore aolutiena 
originating trom some unknown deeper aource. 
Rock samples tor tbe tbeai• atudy were collected .from 
the productive quartz monzonite. Tne term "productive" 1• 
used as a pre.fix to quartz monzonite because or the close 
spatial relationahip ot tne veins to the intrusive body, as 
well as tbe distinct, though ratner eccentric, zoning ot 
these ore bodies around the intrusive. While a genetic 
association o.r veins to the intrusive ia implied, tbe term 
usage does not make it a certainty. 
Repreaentative rock samples. were collected from. various 
parts of tile 1ntrus1.ve by Dr. P. D. Proctor. Cbairman of the 
Department or Geology. Missouri Sebool of Milles and Metallurgy, 
during July 1958. At least two apecimena were collected at 
each locality; one waa selected for petrographic and •pectro­
graphic stud1••• and tae other for petrologic examination. 
One sample from each locality was separately pulverized and 
separated into fraction• or dirt erent mesh sizes to separat·• 
out.individual component minerals or tile rock. Objective 
o� Dr. Proctor'• work was to study tne d1str1but1on or 
"trace elements· in tne difrerent rock samples, which represented 
various parts or the intrusive body"• Within each sample 
it was proposed to study tbe diatr1but1on·or trace element 
among tne dif:ferent mineral• present. It was tbougnt t.nat 
results of tbe atud7 lllig.bt tnrow aome light on tne relation­
ship of JIUJleralization to tne quartz monzonite. It was 
also cona:J.dered,as a probabil:1.ty ·tbat -reaulta. or such. a study 
might eventually lead to·some criteria for d1at1ngu1ah1.ng 
. . . 
a productive intrusive �rom a non-productive intrusive. 
While tbe researcn problem waa in its in1t1al stages, 
it was turned over to tne present autnor aa a tbeais study 
towards tne Master'• Degree in Geology. 
B. Location or the· Area •. 
The Searchlight mining district (aee Fig. 1) is about 
38 miles aoutn-aoutnweat or Boulder Dam, in the aoutnern 
part or tile Great Basin, a region or nortnerly trending 
mountain ranges ., low rain!"all and interior drainage. Tbe 
Searcaligbt mountain mass is a portion or tbe Eldorado 
mountains, wnicb extend nortnward to Boulder, �evada. 
Most or the productive minee of tne district are in 
secs. 22, 27, and 34, T.28 s., R.63 E. and aeca. 2 and 3• 
T.29 s., R.63 B. Tne district is accessible by roada 
which extend trom Nipten on tne Union Pacific Railr oad, 
19 miles to the weat (State Highway 68); Needle•• Cal1t orn1a, 
42 miles to the soutn (u.s. H1gnway. 95); and Las Vegaa, 
Nevada, 55 miles to tile nortn ·(u .s. Highway 95) • 
c. Topogz:apny.and Climate. 
Tbe district compriaea a group or low bills tr•nding 
roughly. north. Pedimenta are well deTeloped at many places 
along the western base or the nilla. Most or the mines 
are aituated in tbese pe�1Dlenta or 1D tne gently rolling 
b111• above tnem. Tn• altitude or tbe town or Searcbligbt 
I 
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Figure I • Geologic •IIP of the •ain part of 
Diatrlct< Clerk County, Nevada. 
E. (19391. 
the Search I i ght 
After Cal I aghan, 
is 3500 teet and the nearby hills rise from 200 feet to 
700 feet above tne pediment aurrace . 
The district is included in ttte Monave Desert region . 
5 
It has an ar1d climate simi lar to tnat or tne arid sout.tnrest 
with an annual rainfall ot less tnan 10 incnea. Water 1a 
obtained i·rom deep wells or mine sna.fts. The vert ical 
depth to water table usually ranges rrom 100 to 300 feet . 
D. Location and Selection of Rock Samples. 
Samples used ror the thesis study were collected from 
difrerent parts of tne quartz monzonite intrusive. Locations 
ot tbese samples are anown in Figure 2 .  Sample sites 
rougnly cover tne generai area or tne accessible mass . Tne 
aim or tne laboratory study or tnese specimens was to determine 
similaritie s ,  d·ifft; remea,, or trends in the pattern or trace 
elements distribution within tne overall mass as compared 
to those ot tne apopnyses .  
Two ot tnese samples s-1 and s-2 are · rrom tbe apopnyaea .  
Tneae presumably represent tne quickly enilled magma .  It 
is assumed as a working nypotnea1a,
1 
that due to sudden 
cooling of the · magma in tnese apopnyses, original trace 
elements or tne magma would be trapped w1tnout having time 
to separate out according to well known laws or geoenemistry. 
Consequently these rock samplea sbould nave tne trace element 
content or tne original magma .  Tne remaining sample • were 
collected trom the north border zone . west-central, southern 
border zone, and oent��l high altitude and central low 
altitude regiona ot the igneous mass . 
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Sample S-3 represents the andesite porphyry forming the 
wall rocks of Pompeii mine. It was collected and bas been 
spectrochemically analyzed for trace elements for purely 
academic interest. It should not, therefore, be confused 
with the samples of quartz monzonite because of its number. 
The sample S-4 from the north represented a part of 
the intrusive that was taken appr�ximately 1700 feet 
s.35 •E.  of the Pompeii mine aha.ft. 
Sample S-5 was collected from Antenna Ridge, 2500 :reet 
nort h of Searchlight and approximately 210 feet above the 
valley floor. Tbe specimen represents an interior portion 
ot the intrusive, well above the lowest exposed part of t he 
body. 
Sample S-6 was taken in the southeast portion of Search­
light near the road intersection. and is well wit hin the 
intrusive body, and over 200 feet vertically below sample s-5 . 
Sample s-7 came from 3500 feet ·south-southeast ot 
Searchlight, towards the southern margin of tbe intrusive . 
Sample s-a came from a vertical shaft, in quartz 
monzonite, sout� ot Searchligh� and 700 feet wit hin the 
boundary of the intrusive body. 
E. Laboratory Procedures. 
Analyses of selected trace elements were carried out 
by apectrographic means at the u. s.  Bureau or Mines station 
at Rolla. In order to avoid contamination, samples were 
prepared with utmost precaution. Separation of individual 
minerals from the different rock samples and their purification 
8 
was a major time consuming job due to sma ll grain aize, 
interlocked particles and alteration. Several steps exist 
between the pulverization or samples and the stage  when 
the samples are ready to be loaded into the graphite electrode 
cavity for arcing. 
Rock samples for spectro-cbemical analysis were pre­
pared by crushing and grinding clean rock chips in agate 
mortar and sieving the entire portion through Swiss silk 
bolting cloth of -120 mesh . Separation of component minerals 
was done grain by grain under the binocular microscope and 
final purification or mineral samples was carried out by 
further finer pulver�zation to liberate included or locked 
foreign grains and use of Frantz Isodynamic Magnetic 
Separator, and the binocular microscope. All steps are 
described in detail in chapter v. 
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· II . PREVIOUS WORK 
In recent year s  spectrochemical analysi s  for trace ele� 
ments bad found application in such diverse fields as  medicine, 
animal nutrition�  metallurgy, plant nutrit ion and geological 
explorat ion .  Semiquantitative and quant itative speetro­
cbemioal methods are now in use in geochemical studies on 
the distribution of elements  in rocks, in geochemical explor­
ation for unexposed ore deposits ,  and in determination of 
by-product element• in orea . 
Clark (1924 ) established the average composition ot 
the crust or the earth with respect to the major elements .  
He showed that 99� by weight of the crust or the earth ia  
made up of only ten element s ,  all with  atomic number less 
than 27 . At that time, becau se ot inadequate analytical 
methods, few critical data were available on the crustal 
a bundance of the trace ·, elements . 
Modern geochemistry received real impetus in the early 
1930 • s through tbe work of V.M .Goldschmidt and h i s  assoc iates 
at Goett1ngen thr<?ugh an extensive application ot spectro­
cbemical analysis. With in seven years he was able to obtain 
analytical data that enabled him to t race the pat tern or 
dis tribution of about 50 trace elements in the rocks ot 
the crust of the earth. By enunciating several fundamental 
law s as a result of h i• research work, he vastly enlarged 
the scope and poten tialities of geochemistry. Today over 
a thousand investigators are e stimated to be working on 
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various pha ses or geochemistry throughout the world. 
During the last 10 to 15 years both basic and applied 
research bas included the application of trace element 
distribution to the solution of geological problem• an4 
to the search for new sources of some rare elements . 
Nockolds & Mitchell ( 1948 )  give a comprehensive account 
ot the distribution of the major and minor elements in an 
extensive series or igneous rocks .  An exhaustive discussion 
ot the factors controlling the distribut ion of these element• 
is included. Wager and Mitchell (1951) in a cla ssical 
paper concluded that the composition ot any particular rock 
doea not normally represent the composition or the magma 
from which it was tormed. Fill• grained chilled marginal 
gabbro was selected by them to represent the composition 
of . the original magma. = Both trace composition ot the 
fractionated rocks and the component minerals were studied. 
Geochemical trends of .:: .trace elements in minerals were 
established in a seri·ea . of' :· rocks of' changing composition 
during strong fractionation . 
Stonehouse (1954,) apeotroac�pically determined Ti, Mn, 
111, v, Co  and Ga concen tration in 330 samples ot norite 
coll.ected ad jacent to _, .mineralized areas in the Sudbury 
basin. A characteristic decrease in abundance of each 
element occurred as the distance from the mineralized area 
increased. 
De Vore (1955) studied the role ot adsorption in the 
fractionation and distribution of elementa . He suggested 
the possibility that metamorphic transformations liberate 
ore forming materials . 
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Fryklund and Harner · ( 1955 ) carried out spec .trographic 
analysis· on pyrrbotite samples  from an ore shoot at the 
Highland Surprise mine , Idaho . ·They obtained negative or 
inconclusive results as ·t o  the n1cke1 and c obalt content of 
the pyrrbotite with respect to' vert.i cal position in the ore 
shoot. They note that similar negative results were obtained 
by other investigators and advise  that caution should be 
used in mai:±ng use ot such studi•• •  
Jedwab { 1956 ) studied , trace element c ontent f1•om 41 
samples ot a two mica granite from two small massifs of the 
Morbihan · region of France . ·  He showed that , although the · 
granites from both massi.ts · are ident ical in age and megaacopic 
f eatures,  the trace . element content · ot · tbe massif with 
mineralized quartz 'veins' differed appreciably from that o� 
the massif with rio 'in1neral1zed quart z veina . He suggested 
that trace el·ement a ·of granit�a may serve as  a guide to the 
presence of mineralized z one s .  
Lei tmeier ( 1956 .-) · carried out a detai·led· study of the 
gene'sis of tbe' • gran1te-d1orite-gne1as rocka (the so  · called 
central gnei ss complex·) 'of the· Bobe Tauern "and · vari·oua 
mineral deposit• ( lead-simc-m.agneaite ) in the Auatr.ian. : Alpe . 
His re·su1ta on the trace element study were inconclusive . 
Like Fliyklund and Harner ( 1955 ) •  be concluded that the trace 
•lement a s semblages are not 1:ritallible criteria for 1nt·er­
preting the genetic history o.t rocks and ores .  Yet.  Schroll 
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( 1958 ) 1n a geochemical study of trace elements in the ores 
o:r tbe same lead-zinc-magnesite deposits of Aua�rian. A).ps 
found that the distribution ot c omponent trace elements in 
the mineral s  o:r the ore zones i s  as charac teristic a feature 
a s  paragenetic asaociations. He in terpre ted the genetic 
conditions and identified several metallic subprovinces. 
Dahl (1957 ) carried out a study ot trace ferride•• 
Co• Mn, Ni , Ti, and V on ores collec ted from iron deposi t•  
associated with three iron b earing monzonite porphyry intru­
sives of Utah.  He was able t o  correla te the different de-
posits on the basis of ,. similar abundance of trace ferrides 
in tbe orea. 
Parry and Nackowaki ( 1960 ) are investigating base metal 
content of biotites .trom monzonitic stocks in the Basin and 
Range Province. To d�te, they have com.piled quantitative 
data for Cu, Pb an.d Zn content o:f three districta: Bingham 
and Las t  Chance Creek ·. districta· ( Utah) and Robinson district,  , . . . 
Nevada • ..: :�.; They c orrela.te · Bingb� a�d Robin �on distric ts on 
the basis of base me�al concentr.ation p op_ulations and place 
Last Chance Creek d:1str1ct . separately trom the other . two. 
They attribute - the high copper concentrations 1n biotites 
not only to lattice substitution but also to  incl.u aion of 
chalcopyrite . 
Theoi)ald and Have:ps ( 1�60 )  studied the base metals in 
biotit•• magnetite and. their alteration pr�duc t s  in a h7�ro­
thermally altere<:1 q�tz monzonite p orphyry sill. in Summit 
County, Colorado. They concluded that the base metal content 
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or magneti te remains fairly s table during alterat ion but 
in the case of biotites, as t hey are altered, with loss of 
iron, they alao become impoverished in base metals .  
Putllan and Burnham ( 1960) analyzed cbie:fly biotitea 
�rom. some 223 igneous rock sample s from northwes tern Arizona. 
Their findings were that the minor element content or ferro­
magnesium pbaae s (chiefly biotite ) with in the same pluton 
varied only slightly but from one pluton to another, the 
variation was very significant . They are or the - opinion 
that virtually all Cu and Zn of the rocks i s  contained in 
the ferro-magnesium phases,  oxide and sulfides and that in 
areas of known copper · ,m1neralization . the associated plutonic 
bodi es al so  contain high· . content of copper. 
· Griffi tts and Nakagawa. ( 1960) studied base metal content 
of,. apparently unaltered monzoni te intrusives from· many 
mi11ing di stricts in the · we atern United States. They found 
that most of the 8.llomaloua metal• are atrixed to augite, 
hornblende- biotite and;c aphene. They noted that the h igh 
copper and zinc conteat, o:f , 1gneoua rocks near ore deposits 
containing these metala waa due t o  leakage from t he deposits 
during mineralization rather than to an originally high 
metal content of the parent magma . 
Mackin and Ingeraon ( 1960) studied the genesis of iron 
ore ot the Iron Spring s district or s outhwestern Utah. Tbe7 
showed that the iron was originally incorporated in biotite 
and h ornblende but was released due to deuteric alteration 
th at t ook place in the deep laccolitba. According to them. 
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central slowly cooled batho11tbic areas should have all th e 
original me tals still locked in , wh ereas, in the marginal 
porphyritic rocks, tbe metals are likely to give rise to  
ore depo•ita, provided of course, the original m elt con tained 
all tbe substances needed to rorm the deposits .  Thus they 
advocate a "deuteric release bypothaia" for ore deposits 
associated witb hypabJ'SSal rocka •. · 
Th ere are many referenc es pertaining to the use of trace 
elements in solving a variety of geological problems . Some 
of them are contradictory in conolua ions. 
In th e area under conaidel'ation, work on trace element 
distribution had not been ·done . Even· the geology of some 
or the now abandoned mines of the area i a  not properly known. 
The present study of th e .. trace element distribution in the 
quartz monzonite intrus,ive and its .component minerals may 
help in s olving some aspects of the peculiar type of mineral­
ization in the Searchlight d istrict .  Even if the results 
ax-e not conclusive,  it may a,t least . pave the way- for a better 
' . . . ·  . . . . 
approach to th e problems involved for future worker• on the 
area. 
III . GENERAL GEOLOGIC SE'l"rIHG 
A.  General Statement . 
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Precambrian granite gnei s s  i s  the oldest rock in the 
district. It· is exposed in the southern part of the Search­
l ight district near the Quartette mine . A group or andesitic 
flows and breccias, largely converted to hornfels. overlie 
the gneiss . These volcanic rocks are cut by a dark brown 
or gray andesite porphyry. All the earlier rocks were later 
intruded by a large body of quartz monzonite ot probable 
early Tertiary age .  Th is was followed by the introduction 
of hydrothermal veins in the older group of rocks � around 
the margin of quartz monzonite intrusive . A di stinctly 
7ounger group or la v�s ,;. and i tu.ff a lie s  upon the eroded sur-
f aces of quartz monzonite and earli er rocks. 
B .  Rock TJ:pea. 
1 • .  PrecambrianL!,'ranite g.neias . 
The gran1te· · ,gne1 ss occurs- only . in the southern 
part of the district , near the Quartette mine. · It ia pinkish 
gra7 with well developed foliations . Mineral s include 
mostly ortboclase, qq��ti and scattered graina · ot oligoclase. 
The dark: minerals impart a < atreaky appearance and _ ar• 
magnetite ,  brown iron oxide•  cblorite and epidote. Apatite, 
zircon, and rutile are also present as accessory minerals. 
Presence of sheared pegmatit•• and aplite within the gneiss, 
point to its being an ortbo-gneiaa .  
2 .  Hornfels . 
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'fhe b orntels are partly metamorphosed volcanic 
rocks. Tbey represent the older andeaite lava flows and 
breccias , which have been altered by heat and solutions given 
off by 1ater intrusions of andesite porphyry and quartz 
monzonite . They are very fine-grained dark greenish gray 
rocks . Though most of the original minerals have been 
destroyed, �lagioclase phenocrysts are still preserved to 
some extent.  Hornfels form the wall rocks of some or t h e  
mines in the district . 
3 . Andesite Porphyr7. 
Andesite porphyry bas intruded its antecedent rocks 
in a most complex manner� as dikes ,  ail.ls• and mas s e s  having 
very 1rregu18.l' margins • . Intrusion took place 1'11.tb explosive 
violence , as suggested by the presence of breccias consisting 
ot huge blocks ot older rocks cemented by andesite porphyry. 
The rook i s  brown to dark gray, porphyritic with 
pbenocryats ot oligoclase plagioclas e ,  biotite and altered 
hornblende. The groundmass i s  microcrystalline and con­
sists mostly or plagioclase with abundant minute magnetite 
grains . 
According to . Callaghan { 1939• p .144 )  "it is 
suggested that the andesite porphyry represents the 
first invasion ot magma into a relatively thin cover 
of volcanic flows and breccias that broke and separated 
readily beca11se of a relatively light superinoumbent 
load. Probably the porphyry magma broke through to 
the surface and · accumulated as flows to  such a depth 
that tbe next pulse of the magma bad sufficient cover 
to cool as quartz monzonite . "  
Thus according t o  him tbere i s  a· genetic relationsh ip between 
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andesite porphyry and the later intrusive quartz monzonite o 
4 .  quartz Monzonite . 
The quartz monzonite intrusive forms an approximately 
rectangular intrusive stock about 4 mile s long in the north• 
south direction and about 2 miles broad ( expoaed portion)  in 
the east-west direction. Its contact i s  very irregular with 
several apophyses  extending into the older rocks . 
facies  i s  fine-grained and slightly p orphyritic . 
The marginal 
In the 
interior of the intrusive the rock i s  medium grained.  
In general tbe rock consists or · plagioclase ( oligoclase­
ande sine ) .  ortboclase , quartz, biotite , augite , magnetite 
a.Dd accessory apatite and zircon. The plagioclase is  white 
wbile the orthoclase 1 s· pink in hand · specimens . 
Local rock alteration _:_ bas occurred throughout the quartz 
monzonite body. Pyroxene in some areas  bas completely altered 
to  cblorite , in other place•  partially to cblorite  and epidote . 
Kaol1n1zat1on, sericit.1zat1on. epidoti zation and cbloritization 
are the c ommon alteration,: processes  recognized . 
5. Dikes Associated with Quartz :Monsonite. 
Dikes of granopbyre. lampropbyre or malebit e ,  and 
rhyolite are aaaociated · with quartz monzonite.  Rb:,olite 
dikes are very prominent , especially in the north. 
s .  Later · Volcanic · Rocka. 
The youngest volcanic rocks in the area consist of 
pyroclaatic . rocks and :_ volcanic i'lows ranging from basalt 
to rhyolite . The younger .flows are more rhyolitic . They 
are cbietl.y exposed in tbe northwestern part of the district. 
c .  The Veina. 
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The known veins occur along the we stern margin ot the 
quartz monzonite  body ( see Fig. : l ) . They trend westerly 
and dip moderately ( 20 degree s  to SO · degreea ) to the south. 
A £ew veins strike north and dip about 45 degrees t o  the west . 
The most productive veins have a dominant west-northwest trend. 
In the moat productive veina, · tbe oxidation product• of 
sulphide minerals  act as  a c ement . '  The depth potential ot 
the ore shoots has in general been low. The maximum depth 
ot mine working s  does not exceed 1000 teet down the dip . 
Gold was the product o� the mines in the boom period . 
Silver was a minor product . Beside s  gold and silver, consider­
able copper came trom the Quartette mine ; · the Duplex mine 
71e1ded copper, lead• gold and silver. 
· The country rock of most of the mines  i s  andeaite . The 
structure of the veiDa suggests .. that dur!Dg movement • ,  prob­
ably related to uplitt ot · tbe monzonite body. fractures were 
formed. C onsiderable brecciat-ion took · pl.aee . along these 
fractures which were later minerali-zed. Movement continued 
even a.tter mineraliiu,tion, as  some ore deposits show· · · 
brecciation of · the  ore · ·and ·· even dislocation .  
D . Zonal Arrangement .· of Mineralization and Wall Rock A.l.terati on .  
A crude zonal distributi on of the mineral deposit s  is 
sugge sted by a regional variation 1n · the metal content of 
the veins, in the alteration ot the · wall r ock• and in the 
gangue. Thi s  is  shown 1!1 Figure 2.  · In the southern·· part ot 
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the dis trict presumed higher temperature minerals were pro­
duced from the Quartette mine . Here considerably more copper 
than lead came from the workings. Northwest 1700 feet• in 
the Good-hope. and 3000 feet north in the Duplex mine , lead 
c ontent exceeded the copper c ontent . In the �uartett e  mine 
gold was dominant over silver and moreover this mine contained 
speculari te hematite .  In the Duplex and the Good-hope mines 
silver was dominant over gold and no specularite hematite 
was found. To the north the Pompeii and J.E .T .  mines yie1ded 
silver and gold.  Base  metals were very scarce or absent . 
In the middle west  border zone  mines only stains of c opper 
were enc ountered . The veins in the southern part of the 
district are thus unique in having produced a large proportion 
of base metals  as well_ as a high rat io{i { l : l  compared to  
1 : 10 to 1 :100 1n other distric t• ) of gold to  silver. 
'4uartz i a  the do•inant gangue mineral, but the tn>ical 
low t emperature. miner•l aaaemblage of adularia and calcite 
becomes prominent towards the north,  especially at the 
P ompeii mine . 
Acc ording to cailaghan ( 1939 , p . 157 ) •tne c ountry 
rock of the veins bas been modified to  a variable extent . 
first by enamationa that escaped during or soon atter 
the crystallization or the quartz monzonite ; sec ond• 
by the vein :roraing : solutiona, whicb · were later and 
may have had a source unrelated t o  the quartz monzonite ; 
and third by the atill later supergene ( descending )  
solutions  charged with ac ids that were formed by the 
weathering o:f the primary ore a . "· 
Alteration due to· ,tbe . first source ia · practically similar 
at the contact s  of quartz monzonite . Alteration due to the 
vein forndng solutions on the other band shows a crude 
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zoning from south to north and i s  decidedly eccentric in 
relation to tbe outcrop of quartz monzonite. To the south 
wall rocks of the veins have hardly been altered. Even the 
feldspar• show but slight alteration . This .  together with 
the fact that the Quartette mine to the extreme aouth c on­
tains specular hematite . leads to the conclusion tb,at the 
vein forming aolutiODa in the ao��h were much les s  alkaline 
and were perhaps even acidic comp�ed to the vein forming 
solutions to the north where the wall roc�a have undergone 
intense alt erat ion .  In the north the feldspars or the wall 
rock have altered to adularia together with the formation 
of calcite .  These tacts suggest that the solutions were 
more alkaline or at lea.at rich in potash. 
;De spite the diaaim.ilari tie s  in mineralization and wall 
rock alteration from south to  north, there i s  similarity 
in �e veins or . seaz-cbi1gbt dis trict in th•t the ratio of 
gold to silver remains higher than in many di stri cts . 
E .  Regional Structure . 
From the observations  made by C allaghan ( 1939 ,  p .141 & 
147 ) ,  it appears that extensive deformation occurred at the 
time the andesite  po�pbyry intruded the gneisses and the 
older metamorphosed volcanic a .  Deformation was less  exten­
sive at the time of tb• · - invasion by quartz monzonite . Thi a  
i a  suggested by the apophysea or quartz monzonite which more 
or le ss  follow the general direction later taken by the 
veins . Some fractures : were left unfilled by the quartz:. 
monzonite and these we�e mineralized later .  
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Reg1ona1 movements followed the emplacement and solid­
ification or the quartz monzonite body .  During the r eg1ona1 
movementa1 quartz monzonite acted as a competent mas a  and 
fractures were formed in the lea·s competent older rocks 
around its  margins.  Previousl7 existing fracture s  were 
accentuated and brecciation of the walls took place .  Both 
type s  of fractures were later mineralized by ore solutions.  
Deformation seems to have continued after the introduction 
of the veins aa evidenced  by the brecciation or the vein 
material and some movement of the wa11 rocks along some of 
the veina. 
At the sample localitie s within the intrusive mas_a, 
j oint seta  were observed . · Two seta predominated. a northerly 
bearing s et or steep inclination and an easterly bearing 
set with nearly vertical dips . Bpidote c oatings were present 
at two localities s-7 - and s-s on an east and north set 
respectively. 
IV . PETROGRAPHY AND PETROLOGY OF �UARTZ MONZONITE 
A • .  General Statement . 
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General characteristics  of the quartz monioni te intrusive 
rock have been described in sec tion III. Seven rock sample s 
seiected from varioua portiona or the exposed intrusive were 
studied megaacopically and microscopically. Location of 
tbe se samples a.re noted in s ection I and indicated on Figure 
2 ( see page · 6 ) . 
Sample sites  were selec ted to represeat various portions 
ot the intrusive body. �amples S-l and S-2 are .from the 
apopbyaes  on its  western border • . Sample S-4 was collected 
400 f�et south from the northern bor�er. Sample S-5 
represents the middle part and was taken from a peak in 
the . central area • . sample S-1 was collected f;rom a -rather 
low · area in the intrusive in the southeast portion o� 
Searchlight . . Sample ,. S-S came from, •· 12. toot abaft in a low 
area to· the west or .s-6 , and S&lllple . S-7 rroa- an expoaure . 
near . the southern bord�r. 
OD the whole ,  t,he various rock samples ab�w many 
a1m1la1'1 ties in compoai-tion, texture and color. C ertain 
varia�ions o.f tbe , �econd magni tude are recognized, however, 
f'rom sample to samp�•· .. . 
'!'lle use of tbe - terms tine, medium• and coarse grained 
in respect to grain �i�e , tollo1Ja ��at or Travis . ( 1955 )  
and falla into the range , ot O t q  _ l mm, l to 5 mm, and 
more than 5 mm in diameter, respectively.  
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The term, color index, i s  uaed to illdieate the percent­
age of dark matic minerals in the rock. Other petrological 
terms used to describe the characters ot the rock sample s 
have the same meaning as given in most· of th e standard 
book• on petrology. 
B�  Megaacopic Features. 
The rock samples may be described a s  light grayish t o  
pinkish wi�b mottling of greenish t o  blackish due to matic 
minerals . · Only the rock sample S�8 ia white. The color 
index tor the various rocks ia s-1, · ( 9%) ;  s-2, ( 10.5�) ; 
s-4, ( 15%) ; s-5 , ( 13%) ; s-e, ( 12%) ; s-7, ( 20%) ; and s-a, ( 7�) . 
All rock samples are medi�-grained except sample s-e 
which is  rath er c oarse-grained. The actual grain size tor 
minerals other th an those for sample s-a, ranges from 1 to  
3 mm �or plagioclase, 1 to 2 mm for orthoclase and 0.1 to 
o .5 mm tor quartz .  Among the mafic minerals biot ite ranges 
from o.5 to 1.5 mm in size, hornblende and augite from 0 .1 
to 0.5 mm and magnet1 ·te , .trom 0 .1 to o .5 mm in diameter . 
Apatite and z ircon whi·cb · are accessory minerals, are leaa 
· than 0 .1 mm in· ·a1ze . ··· : Bpidote� which 1• a secondary mineral, 
generally occurs as elusters but tbe grain size or indiYid­
ual grains seldom exceeds _ 0.5 mm. Size of chlorite, which 
i s  an alteration mineral, ia very variable . It may be 
· from 0.1  to 1 mm in size . In sample s-e, wh ich i s  the only 
rath er coaree-grained rock collected trom the area, ortho­
clase and plagioclase range trom 4 to 8 mm, quartz. grains 
up to  5 mm, biotite � to 3 mm, muscovite from o .s to l mm 
and magnetite from 0. 1 to 0.2 mm in diameter. 
All rock sample s of quartz monzoni te  are holocrystalline 
and phaneritic with hypidiomorphic granular texture. only 
samples s-5, s-6 and s-7 exhibit a slightly porphyritic 
texture with white pla gioclase as  the pbenocryst and pink 
anhedral ortbocla se and quartz of smaller size a s  t he matriixo 
C e  Minera1osz• 
Essential primary minerals ot the quartz monzonite are 
ortbocla se , plagioclase and quartz and some myrmekitic inter­
growths . Minor minerals are biotite, h ornblende , augite 
and magnetite . Minor a cceaaory minerals are apatite and 
zircon.  
The alteration products are kao11nite ( mostly a�ter 
ortboclase ) , chlori te ( after pyroxene, h ornblende and 
biotite) ,  and minor amounts ot aerici te, limonite, calcite 
and leucoxene (after titanifer oua magneti te ) .  Epidote is 
present in all the aamplea except s-a. Sma ll veinleta of 
epidote are visible in the band specimen s ,  indicative of 
an introduced material. 
Volumetric mineralogical composition i s  given in Table I o  
D. Description of Essential and Accesaorz Minerals. 
1 .  Plagioclase. Plagiocla se · i s  invariably whi te. 
I ts composi tion i a  fairly uniform and ranges from Ab70An3o 
to Ab63A.n37 • For composition of the plagioclase of individual 
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Table I. Volumetric Mineral Composition of the 
Searchlight �artz Monzonite 
(Figures are in Percen tage )  
SamEle Number 




ation product s  
within the grain 
boundaries ) 45 46 36 29 40 
Plagioclase *An33 An33 An35 An33 An3a (including 
alteration pro-
duc ts within 
the grain 
boundaries 36 35 39 37 35 
Q.uartz 10 9 10 21 13 
B 1otite 4 4 5 4 3 
Magnetite 2 2 2 2 2 
Augi te 0.25 0 .6 2 1.5 1.5 
Hornblende 0.25 o .s 3 1 1 .5  
Muscovi te o.o-:::. o .o o .o o .o o .o 
Zircon and 
Apatite o.s 0 . 5  1.0 o .s l 
Chlorite 1 1 1 2 1 
Epidote (partly : 
. f introduced) - 1 1.5  1 s .. 2 
Calcite ( very 
minor amounts - - - - -
only) 
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the graina. In thin section the mineral displays albite , 
carlabad and sometimes pericline twinning. 
type of zoning is exhibited by some grains .  
A normal p�ogressive 
Individual 
grains are eubedral to aubbedral and suggest an early formed 
mineral. Grain size is usually l to 3 mm or ev.en larger as 
in the case ot sample s-s, which is coarse-grained. In 
general the plagioclase is more transparent than orthoclase 
in transmitted light. 
Alteration product• while present are not abundant. 
Kaolinization is slight, when present .  Sericitization of 
the plagioclase is common . Sericitization is . weak in the 
north and more pronounced in the other samples, especially 
in the central and south ern samples . Crystals of plagio� 
clase usually include secondary albite, chlorite, epidote 
and dust like grains that were not identified. Plagioclase 
in sample S-S is quite treah .  
2.  Ortboelase . Ortboclase is usually pink in band 
specimen and ranges from 1 mm to 2 mm in size . In sample �4 
crystals of up to 5 mm in diameter are occaaionally present 
whereas in aample S-8 ortboclaae averages 5 mm in grain 
size. In thin ·section ortboclase is turbid in - transmitted 
light due to kaolin1zat1on . Th is alteration is  more in­
tense in the central and southern samples (except in S-8) 
than in s-1. Only 1n sample . s..a. is the ortboclase white ,  
like p lagioclase • . Absence o f  striations and a more glassy 
luster diatinguiab it from plagioclase. · Serioitization 
of orthoclase is very minor. Individual ortboclase grains 
are usually subbedral to anhedral and sometimes enclose 
earlier :formed plagioclaseo  
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3 .  quartz.  Quartz i s  the most tran sparent mineral in 
the rock samples. It occurs a s  anbedral grains and is  
inter stitial to  the feldspar . Grain size i s  uaually le ss 
than 1 mm, but in sample S-8 quartz grains are up to  5 mm. 
In s-2, S-5 and s-6 � some quartz occurs as  myremekit1c inter­
growtha with albiteo 
4. Pyroxene. Usually pyroxene· i s  c olorle s s  and in the 
form of small prisms . I ts high angle of extincti on a nd 
re:f'ractive index, indica ·te it to be augi te .  Usually the 
pri sms  of augite are less  than o.5  mm in length. Their 
linear arrangement, opt ical orientation and alteration 
characteri stics sugge st there should bave _ been larger { 2  mm)  
crystals of pyroxene in the original rock:.  These seem to 
have been alte.red to hornblende and cblori te with relict 
subhedral or anhedral pyroxene in pat ches. In sample s-1 
prac tically all pyroxene bas been con verted to  cblorite .  
Sample S-2 shows only alight quantities o f  augite .  In 
sample S-4 practically all augite has been converted t• 
hornblende .  In sample :i S-5, it  ba s changed to hornblende• 
cblorite, and magnetite · with hardly any remaining augite . 
In s·ample S-6 , ·1t baa · mostly altered to  hornblende but in 
sample s-7 it  has altered to a mixture ot hornblende a nd 
augite, the latter being about 10%. Unalt ered augit e  ia 
clearly seen in thin , ·sections of the above mentioned samples o 
Pyroxene i s  totally absent from sample s-a . · 
5 .  Hornblende . Although hornblende i s  listed in many 
of the samples in Table I · it appear s  to be mainly an alteration 
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product of pyroxene, a proces s called ura1itization. Usualiy 
hornblende grains do not exceed o .s mm in size and are sub­
hedral t o  anbedral in shape. They are typica lly green in 
color.  
6. Biotite . Biotite is  a characteri stic oonstituent 
ot a ll rock samples . It i s  usually dark brown, but in 
samples from the ex�reme southern ,p•rt of the area show a 
slight greenish hue. Inclusions or apatite, zircon, quarts 
and magnetite are common . Grain siz e  of the biotite ranges 
from 1 to  1.5 mm. It  is usu�lly in hexagonal book form 
and ia  euhedral to  subbedral. In places it bas been altered 
to cblorite with liberat ion of amall grains of magnetite . 
Fresh and clear books of mica ,  however, are abundant in 
a lmost all samples .  In sample s-s biotit e shows curved and 
bent lamellae. 
7. Muscovite . Muscovite occur s only in sample s-s . 
Its grain size i s  o.5  to  l mm and ia almo st colorles s .  
They are curved and bent which may indicate that they were 
subjected t o  post crysta l.lization stress .  
a, Magnetit e .  Magnetite occurs in the rock as eubedral 
to  anhedral graina ranging .from 0.1  to  O e5 mm in grain size .  
Part of i t  i s  or secondary origin and bas been liberated 
during .the a lteration o.t matic minerals . Polished sections 
reveal that it i s  titaniferoua and baa altered at times · 
to lim.onite and hematite. In thin section the titani:teroua 
nature o:t magnetite is indicated by the presence or 
leucoxene alterat ion halos. Magnetite also occurs as  minute 
dust like inclusions in hornblende and biotite . 
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9. Apatite and Zircon . The minor accessory mineral s,  
zircon and apat ite ,  are  common as euhedral inclusions in 
biotite. Their size  i s  seldom more than 0.1 mm. Whereas 
zircon i s  confined to  biotite alone, apatite needles  occur 
in plagioclase and biotite . 
E.  Description of Secondary Mineral s. 
lo  Ep1dote • . Epidote i s  a� importap.t secondar7 mineral . 
It i s  typical.ly green, pleoehroic• and of bigh relie.f and 
birefringence . Usually it occurs a s  clusters  of grains not 
more than o .s mm in size. Isolated grains a ssociated with  
quartz and feldspar are al.so common . In s ome sample s it 
is  so abundant that it i s  eaail.y recognized by tbe unaide.d eye. 
2. Cblorite .  Ohlor.ite i s  a common alteration mineral 
in all rock sample s except s-s . It i s  an alteration product 
of pyroxene, hornblende and biotite. It most often exhibit s 
subhedral or anhedra1 forms and sizes from a fraction of 
mm to 1 mm are characteristic. In many cases  the cb1orit1e 
alteration has been ., ao com.p;Lete  that it is not possible 
to 1nrer tbe original ,minerala . It also � orms alteration 
r�ma of other-wise treab biotite and occur s as tiny r1akes 
1n plagioclase. 
3. Kaolinite. Kaolinit.e occurs mainly a s  an alteration 
product of orthocla se. Locally it may con stitute 2 t o  4� 
of the orthocla se. The kaolinite i s  extremely fine grained 
and causes orthoclase to appear turbid in transmitted light. 
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4 .  Ser1c1te . The alteration product aericite is  
ass ociated most ly with plagi oclase, esp ecially in sample S-5 
and to some extent in sample S-6 and S�7 . However, sericite 
doe s  not exceede 2% or the plagioclase . It occurs as very 
fine acalea . Occasionally orthocla se exhibi ts slight 
serici tization . 
s .  Other A1terat1on Minerals. Alteration minerals of 
minor occurrence are limonite and calcite . Limonite 1a 
associated with the mafic minerals ,  mostly magnetite .  Calcite 
occurrence is  rather irregu1ar e  
F .  Summary of Mineralogy. 
From the petrological features ,  the rock samples are 
classified as quartz monzonite. Sample s-s, however, shows 
an almost granitic character . The component minerals in­
dicate that the rocks have undergone some kaolinization ,  
sericitization, and moderate cbloritization and alterati on 
ot pyroxenes to hornblende. Epidote is fairly abundant 
1n most of _ the rock• as secondary minera1 which suggests 
that epidotizati on was prominent in the quartz monzonite. 
The occurrence ·of epidote in joints at sample sites S-5 
and s-7 auggests that it  has also been introduced as a 
possible h7drothermal mineral. 
V o  PREPARATION OF ROCK AND M INERAL SAMPLES 
A. General Statement . 
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Tbe aim of tbe autbo� was to obtain represen tative 
samp1es or rock s and minerals and to make certain that they 





not present any difficulty, since numerous small chips and 
1arge fragments of the original rock were available. 
'.� 
Preparation difficulties of the minera ls were exper-
� . � '• f 
1enced due to fine-grained texture, locking characteristics 
. ' 
with other minerals, fine 1ncl.us1ons of .foreign grains 
alteration products etc. Pulverized rock samples were 
prepared in three different grade sizes : ( l )  between 16 
. !. .,� . < : 
and 36 mesh, ( 2 ) 36 to i.oo mesh� and ( 3 )  -100 mesh. 
.. : 
. ( ..� ·1_ , r . ... , 
Mineral samples were prepared in two stages . The first 
comprised the physical separation and co11ection of su!'ti­
cient minera1 grains, even it slightly impure or locked to 
o ther minerals. The:: .·ii�ond step included the puri:fication 
: ·": ; , }· ' (�., , ,  . 
r ·:
· 
or the mineral samples by elimination of all poss ible 
foreign matter •. The _ end product desired was a primary 
monomineralic sample • 
B .  
. ·.. � .' 
Preparation of Rock Samples for Bulk Anal1s1a. 
,:" � ,'" �-.;-; ., 
•' ',J �:! :: .i � • :.. . ( I 
' ;' � (_ . 
. \.; 
For spectrochemical analysi s  of rocks,  represent-
at:lv� crushed rock :f��glllel'lts weighing about 2� to 30 gms 
were powdered to -120 mesh. Befo�e powdering, h�wever, 
each chip  was examined under a binocular microscope to 
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make certain · it did not contain any contaminants introduced 
by jaw-crus�ers , hammer, labels or o ther meana. · Each · 
specimen was next crushed and- - powdered in a ,large cl$&n 
agate mortar with an agate p estle . The crushed - mat erial 
was then powdered in the same agate mortar with the agate 
pestl.e .  Tbe material. . :wa s periodical.l.y s ieved w1th : Sw1aa 
bolting cloth or 120 _ mesh size ·,\_o remove the :finer fractions , . 
to expedit e the crushing and grinding process , and prevent 
exc e ssive pulverizat ion . Tbe pul .verizat ioD: > continued until 
the entire bulk passed through - th� olotb. - �he -120 meab 
powder was · then thoroughly homoge111zed, , dr1ed . and . •tored in 
a c l.ean, labelled, stoppered gla aa vial. 
Powder a were prepared .r�o� · each· rock · sample • Between 
e•ch sample preparation .,. lhe- mort,ar and .:pestl.e were thor ­
ougbl.y c leaned. :first . by>:grincling some pure quar ts. powder 
and then .washing with dis tilled wat er . , · · 
o • . · . .  ,-Mineral Separati .O! • _. � -� . : 
.. . : . For monominer al1•,r::.••Parat1on coarse :f'rao t1o•• .: �f the 
pulveriz ed rock ( 36 meaa· aize ) •ere evenly · spread. out . on 
a cardboard tray . D1.tf,e�ent :"mineral · :�aiQa w•r• ide�t�:ried 
under · .a binocular m1o�Qsoope on the . baaia of color,:- · -lu�t •r• 
cleavage ,  striations. fracture and other pbysica1 properties . 
Individual ·Jllinerala were tran•�•rred t o  �llotted gl�aa 
diah• •• grain by gra�. by mean, of. a : wetted too.tbpick� 
The tra7 was at interval.� ab1tte4 . on a �1� :,P�ttern .and 
more grains of the various minerals collected . The 
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original objective wa.s at least 120 mg o.t' , .a siDgle fresh 
mineral • . It not fresh at tbia grain size ,  about 300 ,mg 
were collected to make allowance ror re jection : of impurities 
at the time ·or puri:tic·ation. Atter the entire · area of the 
tray was scanned, the depleted coarse rock fraction was 
replaced with fresh one. The precess was continued until 
the desired amounts were obtained. 
Certa1n · m1nerals h ad a tendency to  interlock with.grains 
0£ other m1ne·rala . When .free · grains of · such minerals were 
not present in su:ff'icient qua.ntitJ' these : · relatively impure 
locked grain s were collected. Later th ese were reduced . in 
size to release the foreign grains and picked over once 
more.  This procedure was adopted for Jl18.llY minerals which 
were rarely present in a pure free state.  
Such steps bad to.be  taken more - than once for quartz. 
The author noted tbat .-; the :degree ot 1ock1ng was almo st 
the same in the :finer · tractions as in the coarser. ·· thus 
cellection of pure grains or a smaller size was more 
time consuming. · Plagioclaae waa readily distinguished 
from orth oclase by 1 t• rwhi te color . and · atria tiona • . . In 
sample s-e., however, "both .. feldspars were wbi te and · Qnly 
the s triations could·: rbe used as a criterion 1n · separating 
the ··two .  
The separation o:f: -magnet! te was easiest . · Crude 
separation of magneti te<':·was carried · out· by magnetically 
separating ,the · mineral .by meana ·of a plas tic covered 
rod magnet . 
D. Purification of Separated -.Mineral Grains . 
The second stage in the preparation · of mineral aamples 
was their purification . ImpW'iti�a in the picke.d minera1s 
consi sted of altered products or , the same mi11eral, . locked 
.foreign grain s or small inclusio�&.· or smearing of s ome 
otb�r ,mineral . To :rree the mineral .from ;. the se imp�ities , 
the separat.ed mineral aample waa .further crushed to reduce 
the grain ·•�ze. Since the purif,ication process waa dit!'erent 
.tor; the individual minerals each wil.l be described separately. 
Magnetite grains locked to . foreign grains were first 
magnetically separated by means of · a plaatic · covered • rod 
magnet. Th• impure magnetite waa then f inely powdered in 
an agate mortar and the powder tr&D sferred to a beaker 
con�ining distilled water •. ,, Tb_e ,.:water was stirred and 
plastic covered rod magnet · lo•ered in the beaker but not 
touching the bottom. Magnet�.te grai;ns attl"ac .ted to the 
tip �r .�be magnet were tran•r•rred �nto another . beaker. 
!-lso . �ontaining distilled wa�e�, . by lowering the ma�et 
tip :_· ·into the beaker and wi tbqr,awing the: magnet . ·.fr.om 1 ts 
p1as_:�1c cover. By. repeating· tthia procesa two or , three . . 
times. most _.of the impurities J: lfere eliminated. Water waa ·· 
d•cant,ed t'rom the final beake.r- 1and the magnet ite 'dried, ··by· 
slow ;b�•ting. The dried black powder was· examined under 
a _ .binocular microscope • . The �•-• ·-impure grains noted· were· ·. 
elJ,minated �ually by means of; ·• .wet.tad· toothpick. When· 
. 
t 
magneti�e - •aa still l.ocked to an:-- impuri'by, the entire 
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process  of �urther grinding and pur1r1cation was repeat ed 
until a pure sample was secured , ·A ; sample or the purifi ed 
magneti te •a s mount ed in bakel 'l'.tl j ,  polished , · and examine d 
under reflected light · tor correc t ide ntifi cation and purity 
check .  Tbe · remainder of the powder was ground t o  -250 me sh 
s i ze i n  an agate mortar wi th an �gate pe atle and sieYed 
through a 250 mesh bolting clothe 
The bi otite sample was f ir a t ' ground · · to a powder of 
about 60 me ab . This ·was s tirred in a beaker· contai ning 
d i stilled water . Magnet i te, wbieh ' i a  c ommon as fine 
in clusion a ···· 1 n  bi otite crystals ,  was removed in the above 
manner . · · -Aft er removal of magnetite impuri ty, the water was 
de cailted ,  the biotite was dried and then run through the 
Frantz Isodynamic separator. A -' longitudinal ·· alepe. ef 
30 degrees ,  side slope of 25 degree s and current of 0 .2 
amperes was used . , Unde r these · c ondit ions biot i te . wbi ch 
s t i ll; con tained some·;: inclusion s  of magne t i te was collected · 
on·· . the · magnet ic side'• · and the purer b1ot it·e ,  together 
wi th quart z and felap·ara , ete � col1ec ted on the . less 
magne tic · aide . The ·more magnet ic portion was re j ect ed . 
Tbe less magnetic · t
i-ac tion wa• · ·  again · run through the 1 ao­
dynam1c s eparator with tbe 1· current i ncreased. · t o· o·.5 , amperes , 
the a lop e s  remaining·· the same . Bioti te c oll e cted . on,. · the 
magnetic s i de , wbereaa .apati te . · z ircon, , quartz and . te·lapars 
separated towards tbe ;. lea··• magn.t:Lc · side . ·. Bioti te, under 
the· · m1croacope was'· . tound :t t o' have- - atta1n•d · -the dea1.red degree 
of puri� at . thi s  at'ag·e1 ·· eltcepting minor epidote and hornblende , 
which were then picked out grain by gra in by means ot the 
wetted toothpick procedure . The purified biotite was ground 
to -250 mesh size, dried and stored in a clean, labelled 
and at·oppered glass ·,. vial . 
·Orthoclase was crushed to about 60 mesh size, washed in 
distilled water and decanted so ·that very r1ne particles 
were al1owed to flow out with the wat er. This sample was 
then dried and run through the Franz Isodynamic separator 
with a longitudinal slope of 30 degr ees- side slope ot 
25 degrees . and a current or 1.7 ampa. All vis1b1e mafic 
minerals were c ollected on the more magnetic side . The 
orthoclase with salic impurities collected towards the ·less 
magnetic side . Th e magnetic frac tion was re jected. The 
ortboclase .fraction alone was run through the 1sodynam1c 
separator with longitudinal slope of 30 degrees, side slope 
of 5 degrees and a current ·of 1.7 amps. Ortboclase 
collected on the magnetic · side while impurities like quartz. 
and.plagioclase collected on the other side . The purified 
ortboclase was finally checked under the binocular microscope. 
B� sieving off the -120 mesh size  particles before the 
binocular examination niucb time·· was saved. Only the 120 
mesh size portion waa · checked, 1 and all foreign grains aa 
wel1 · as the locked orthoclaae·particles ·were·rejected by 
the toothpick method . A small ' :portion of  the ortboc lase 
was aet aside in a amall envelope tor future optical 
determination and the . rest was ground·to -250 meab · size. 
dried . and stored in bottles . 
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Pur1r1cat1on of plagioclase was similar to that use d  
for orthoclase . Since it is 1eas magnetic than orthoclase, 
the major di:t.f erence was in the , seQond run tru-o.ugb t he 
i sodynamic separator, when the side slope was reduced to 
2 deg�ee s .  
Purification of the greenish minerals ( cblorite. horn­
blende and augite ) was similar to that used for biotite . 
Quartz was tbe one mineral which could not be satis­
factorily separat ed by the de scribed method• • I t  has to be 
purified by the tedious method of collecting pure grains 
under the binocular microscope� grain by grain, recognizing 
the mineral by conchoidal frac ture, vitreous lus tre and 
absence or cleavageo 
E. Purity Checks. 
Mineral samples were subjected to purity checks under 
a petrographic microscope . The -250 mesh sample was 
sprinkled on a glass slide wetted with water and examined 
in transmitted light. Purity of quartz and biotite could 
be assessed almost at a glance. Refractive index liquids 
were used to differentiate between the two types or 
feldspar. In the case of feldspar, quartz, and biotite, 
tbe purity was found to be above 99�. Magnetite, checked 
under the rerlecting microscope was found to be about 
95� pure. The green minerals were .found to be very impure 
because of their altered character . These consisted or 
a mixture o.f chlorite,  hornblende, and small amounta of 
augite. The purity of the sample could only be estimated 
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approximately, because the small grains showed 1mpur1t1e•, 
even atter rine grinding. No monomineralic samples ot 
augite or hornblende could be obtained. The analyses of 
the impure material was carried out, noting �h� relative 
impurities in each samp1e of the green mineral. ( See Table II. ) .  
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Table II . Purity of Mineral Sam.plea .from 
Searchlight Quartz Monzoni te, Spectrochemically Analyzed 
M1nera1 Sample number 
1.  Ortboc1aae s-1 through s-s , .. i , 
2. Plagiocla se s-1 through s-e 
3. Biotite s-1 through s-s 
4. Quartz S-1 through S..S 
5. Magnetite 
s .  Epidote s-s and s-'7 
7. Green- S-1 
minerals s-2 




. - - s-7 
a .  Muscovite · s-s 
Component minerals and 
their .percentage 
98� ortboclaae 
2i mainly kaolinite 
· with some -. quartz 
and plagiocla se 
99% plagiocla se 
1i aericite, ortboclase 
and quart z 
99.5� biotite 
o . s� magnetite , apatite� 
quartz and 
cblorite 
99 to 99 .5% quartz, · 
re st .feldspars 
95� magnetite 
5� ilmenite; · 11monite 
and hematite 
99� epidote 
l� hornblende and quartz 
99 .5� chlori te 
98� chl orite, rest augite 
· and magnet! te 
90% hornblende, l� chlorite 
40� hornblende, 4� cblorite 
and 20% magnetite , 
biotite, epidote etc. 
90� hornblende• _5% augite 
rest magnetite 
and chlori te 
80� hornblende. 10� augite 
10� cblorite and 
magnetite 
More than 99.5� pure 
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VI o LABORATORY PROCEDURE USED FOR SPEC TROCHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
A. General Statement . 
Seven samp1es of the Searchlight quartz  monzonite and 
the ir · important component minerals were spectrocbemically 
ana'lyz·ad f or 13 trace e lement s :  Co, Cr, Cu, Ga, Mn, Mo, 
Ni, Pb, Sr, Ti, V, Zn and Zr. One sample of the andesite 
porphyry wall rock: of the Pompeii mine was . also . analyzed o 
The spectrographic work was carried out at the spectrographical 
laboratory . of the u. s .  Bureau of Mine s, Rolla, Missouri. 
'frace elements for analyses were ch o sen aft.er a qualitative 
spec trograpbio plate of tbe .rocks and their minerals indicated 
their presence . Other trace element s were also sought but, 
either they were not .. pre s ent or were below the sensitivity 
limit attained in the analytical m,thod used . Some elements 
did not show because . tbeii, senai ti Ye line.a !'ell beyond the 
• • 
spectral regi on (2200 ; .l to  3550 A.) recorded.  Additional 
arcing o.f each sampl. _ and - at  least . double tbe time and 
material would norm�lly ;h�v.e , been required. As the permi ssion 
�or the spectral analyses  at the u. s • .  Bureau of Mines wa s 
:tor a limited period»· . .  onl.7 the ini tially noted e lements  were 
determined. However., some of th e samples were arced twice 
to check reproducibility. 
A semi-quantitative method o.f. analysis, w ithout the u se 
of internal standards, was u s.ed� _ It was . 13.dapted .fro� 
recent publications (Baatron .  Barnet\ & Murat�, 19�0 ; and 
Ahrens & Taylor, 1961 ) on spectr.ocbemical analysis .  High 
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standards of cleanliness, weighing and mixing of sample s  
were maintained . Exactly similar treatment of the individual 
samples and the standards  was strictly observed at every 
stage of the analytical work in order to attain a good degree 
o-£ reproducibility and accuracy. · The total energy method 
of SlaYin ( i938 ) was utilized to bring out the maximum 
number or elements . rrom the most volatile to the most re-
• • 
fractive , in the spectral range 2200 A to 3550 A . 
B .  The Instruments. 
The Baird Associates spectrograph at tbe Bureau or Minea g 
is a 3 m concave grating instrument with Eagle mounting. 
The grating is  3 inches long and h as 151 000 lines/inch. 
The dispersion of the instrument is SA/mm. A slit of fixed 
width or 0.025 mm was used . in the semi-quant itative analysis. 
The excitation s ource used w ith this instrument was manu-
ractured by the National Spec trographical Laboratories . 
A n .c .  arc at 220 volts and 16 amperes was  used . Init1a1 
ignition was provided by spa�k. 
A d.enaitometer of the pro jection type, called the Spee­
reader and manufactured by the· · Hati·onal Spectrograpbical 
Laboratorie s, wa a used to  measure percent transmi ssion or 
the ·· analytical iinea .  The slit' ' of ·  th e  photocell in the 
Spec-reader was k•pt at o .ooa mm �pening. · The Spec-reade:t­
was ·provided with a master plate; · '·root switch · tor - scanning 
the · spectral lines, sensitivity· adjustment knob, an inder 
for aetting the zero of galvanometer scale etc. 
c .  The E1ectrode Szstem . 
Anode excitation was used. The sample was loaded in 
the lower e 1ectrode which was made the anode. Cupped,  
preformed and purified graphite electrodes were used as 
the anode. These had an external diame ter ot i inch and 
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were li inches long. The crater bad a diameter o-r· o .18 inch 
and a depth of o.156 inch and could bold 100 mg of prepared 
sample material. The upper graphite cathodes were made by 
cutting rods, li inches long, tram. t inch diameter and 12 
inobea long graphite rods of a quality similar to that of 
the . pre:t'ormed electrodes . · The cut pieces  were sharpened at 
one end by means ot an electrode shaper. Fresh pairs o� 
electrodes were used tor each arcing and the distance between 
the two electrodes  maintained constant · at 3· mm. During 
arcing, the glowing e'nds were always· masked. 
� .: .  
D .  Sample Preparation f'or Arcing. 
For arcing 40 mg of' ; a sample waa tb'orougbly mixed with 
40 mg or carbon , 18 mg - of quartz arid 2 mg or sodium carbonate. 
The added ingredients were spectroscopically pure. Carbon 
. . 
was added to each sample 'to bring about a more uniform 
distillation ot elements 1n the samples . Matrix differences 
were- -minimized by addi.ng · quartz . though minor sens1 tivity 
was lost . This also supplied silica to magnetite,  an 
oxide of iron. The addftion or alkali ( aodium carbonate ) 
stabilized ·the are an·d-· · suppressed th e carbon bands to some 
extent. 
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Since each sample had to be mixed with the same 
ingredients in the same proportions. each time, a mix of the 
three was prepared in large bulk by mixing 4 gms of carbon, 
1 .8 gms 0£ quartz and 0 .2 gm of sodium carbonate. All 
were spectroscopically pure and or -250 mesh . These materials 
were thoroughly mixe.d and then homogenized by aievuig through 
120 mesh Swiss bolting cloth. For: ru.ture sample preparation 
£or arcing, 40 mg of· the sample could be directly combined 
with 60 mg of the prepared mix . Comb ining of the sample and 
the mix was done in an agate mortar . 100 mg, of the mi�ture 
was transferred to the pref ormed elec trode cavity by means 
of a paper £unnel which was rejected after each loading of 
a sample. The agate mortar was cleaned each time a fresh 
sample wa s weighed f or mixing o Cleaning was done by mean s or 
a clean t ooth brush and distilled water . Cleaning bad to be 
very thorough when changing from one mineral type to another. 
As several samples bad to  be prepared on the same day, 
before arcing, the loaded electr odes were placed in numbered 
position in an electrode. ;t>ox and pertinent in:f'ormat·ion 
recorded in order to _avo�d any confusi·on or mistake in sample 
identification at tbe time or arcing . 
E .  Exposure Conditions • 
. Since the total energy lQ.etbod was employed for the 
analytical work, every prepared sample was burnt t o  completion . 
Bastron, Barnett and Murata ( 1960•  p.176 ) recommend that 
the electrodes should be allowed to continue burning for 
ten sec onds after they begin emitting a hissing sound• 
indicating burning of empty electr·odes . While preparing 
the analysis plates at the u. s .  Bureau of Mines,  it  was 
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round '· tha t  ten seconds of extra burning after hissing or 
electrodes began still left some refrac tory material unburned. 
By increasing the time, for this investigation, to 20 seconds, 
however, results were· very satisfac tory · and the entire 
quantity of the prepared sample was consumed. 
The analytical gap between the two elec trodes was 
always maintained constant o A fast rotating seven step 
sec tor, with step ratio of two was used in front of the 
slit of the spectrograph . This permitted recording a 
graded series or in:teilaities on the photographic plate o 
F. ]?.hotogra;ehic Plates 'Used and their Proeessin5 . 
Kodak Spec trum Analysis No. 1 plates were used for 
recording the spectra of the samples . These were 4" x 10", 
thin glass, blue sensitive plates charac terized by low back­
ground density and high contrast . The plates are almost 
uniformly sensitive within the range of 2200 l · to 4400 A o  
Since a single plate· in the instrument cannot record this 
entire range, the position of the grating and the camera 
• • 
was adjusted to record spectral lines from 2200 A · to 3550 A. 
Exposed plates were developed with Kodak D-19 developer 
for five minutes with constant agitat ion at 70 degrees F.  
This was followed by dipping the developed plate in a weak 
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acetic . acid solution for ten seconds . Fixing was done with 
Fixer F-5 for five minutes with cont inuous agitation at 
?O . degrees F. The plates were then washed tor fifteen minutes 
in running water at 70 degrees F • . P1a tes  were wiped with 
a clean cellulose sponge followed by drying in heated 
ventilated air at  122 degrees F. 
G. PreEaration of Spectroscopic�lly Pure Quartz and Silicate 
Matrix . 
Crystal clear qua:i?t z ,  showing no inclusions , was heated 
to redne ss  in a porc·e lain. crucible and quickly immersed in 
a beaker containing di stilled water. This operation rendered 
the quartz very brittle and permitted ea sy crushing in agate 
mortar. C�ushed quartz  was examined under the binocular 
microscope and any impurities or . doubtful grains removed 
by a wett�� tooth pick. �e purified quartz was then ground 
. · :' 
to pass through 250 mesh b?�ting cloth . The rine powder 
was heated to boiling in 50% HCl acid or analytical grade 
for half an hour. After cooling the acid was decanted and 
the quJU9tz . washed at least ten · times with distilled wat er .  
Finally i t  was ·dried and a qualitative plate prepared by 
mixing an equal weigbt of spectroscopically pure· carbon with 
the quart�. No trace elements were found except for minor 
amounts or magnesium and aluminium'• Thia proved the quart z  
was sufficiently pure for the trace elements sought in the 
thesis investigation .  
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J .  
An artificial silicate matrix wa s require.d for different 
standards. A simple silicate matrix was synthetically pre­
pared as sugge st ed by Ahrens and . Taylor ( 1951, p . 114 ), by 
sintering a mixture or Na2co3 ( 15!(J� Al2 o3 ( 30%) . arid 
8102 ( 55% ) ,  or spec troscopically '.·pure grade, in a muffle 
rurna�e for 12 hours at 1000 degrees d. A platinum crucible 
was used for' sintering. Purity of the matrix was spectro-
. . 
scopically checked � The mixture · ·was finely . powdered to 
. .  
-250 mesh atid placed in a clean, labelle d·. stoppered glass 
bottle r.or ruture use. 
H. Preparation or Standards. 
In order to quanti tize · the analytical data in the sem:t - -� 
quantitative work, working ·curves were prepared for the 
required standards. Two types of standards were prepared . 
_ .\ {}  ... ·.: -'� : . . .,· 
One set wa s prepared from a commercial s tandard called the 
" SQ. Master MixH sold by Jar·e•llt& Ash Company. This mix 
contained l.3i of each of the "tollowing 45 elements : 
·� " ; . 
·. · ... 
Al, Sb, As, Ba, Be, Bi, B, Ca, Cl , C s, Ce, Cr, Co, 
·:Nb, Cu, Ga, Ge, In, Ht, ', Fe, Pb, Li, Mg, Mn, Hg, Mo, 
Ni , P ,  K, Rb, Si , Ag, Na, Sr, Ta, Te , Tl, Th, Sn, 
T·i, W, U, V, Zr and Zn .  
To obtain a standard of l.� or ·. J.o,ooo ppm from the SQ ma ster 
mix, it was diluted aa below :� .� :  ; 
'76.92 mg of SQ master · m.1.x ( i .e.  100/1.3 ) 
plus 23 .08 mg : of. matrix � • ) .:· _i ··; 
Total 100 ms . of �.��
dard 1 . contai�in� l� or l(?, 000 ppm 
of each of the 45 elements . 
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Mixing was done in a clean polished agate mortar with agate 
pestle. 
Berore proceeding to prepare s tandard 2 ,  containing 
0 .1� or 1000 ppm or each ot tbe · element s ,  greatest care was 
taken to clean the agate mortar and pestle and the came1 
hair brush . The agate mortar and pestle were first rubbed 
with no. 400 carborundum powder ·and washed with water . Next 
some clean .- quartz powder was placed in the mortar and ground 
for a minimum of least five minutes . Final washing was 
done with di stilled water. The came1 hair brush was washed 
with soap and di stil.led water twice and then dried . 
To prepare standard 2, containing 0.1% or 1000 ppm of 
each of the elements ot SQ master mix, standard l was diluted 
with matrix a s  given below: 
40 mg of standard l 
plus 360 mg ot matrix ( i. e . 40 x 9) 
Total 400 mg or standard 2 
In the same way standards 3, 4 and 5 were prepared 
containing respectively 0.01, 0.001 1 and 0.0001� or 100, 
10, and l ppm of each or the 45 elements by succe ssive 
dilution or preceeding standard with 9 times the matrix. 
Each time care was taken in cleaning the agate mortar and 
pe st�· and the camel hair brush. 
'The standards containing 45 elements were bound to give 
a complicated spectra and intert �rence or line s. To over­
come part of this ,  another set ot : standards c.ontaining 
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only the elemen t s  Co, Cr, cu, Ga, Ge , Mo, Mn , Ni, Pb, Ti, 
V, Zn ,· and Zr were prepared . Analytical. grade oxides of 
the se elemen·ts were fir st  ground to -250 mesh . Separate 
pieces of bolting c1oth were used tor sieving and the agate 
mortar and pest1e and the brush cleaned a s  noted wh enever 
a change was made from one substance to ano ther. The oxide s  
were mixed ill the following amounts to obtain the start ing 














Zr02 .  
Carbon 
'l'otai 
o .1461 gm 
o .1407 gm 
0.1252 gm 
0 .0134 gm 
o.1440 gm 
0 01500 gm 
0 .1682 gm 
0 .1211 gm 
0 .1077 gm 
o.1s6a gm 
o .1785 gm 
0.1.245 gm 
0 .0135 gm 
o.4041 gm 
2.0000 gas 
( equivalent to 0 . 1  gm ot the metal) 
" 
" 
( equivalent to 0 .01 gm of the metal) 







(equivalent to 0.01 gm or the metal ) 
The above m ixture of 2 gma wa s thoroughly mixed and 
sieved through 120 me sh bolting cloth to homogenize it . 
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A11 metallic elements except Ga and Zr were pre sent in amounts 
of 5�, and the latter were present a s  o .5�. The se were 
available in the laboratory at the t ime ot preparation or 
the mixture, in quantitie s  less than 0 .1  gm, and hence were . . 
mixed in a smaller . proportion ( l/10 that ot the other s ) . 
To arl'.ive at the :first standard ot �,; or 10, 000 ppm, 40 mg 
of the above mixture was mixed with 160 mg ot the matrix. 
This gave -�be 1% standard of the element� noted except Ga 
and Zr .  The se were present a s  0 .1� each . With the usual 
' . 
c leaning precautions, succe s sive standar�a we�e p�epared 
by diluting one part of . foregoing stan�ard with 9 parts of 
matrix ( see Table III . ) .  The standards were stored 1n 
clean stoppered glass bottles and labelled .  
. . 







.: Co,· . Cr, Cu, Ge, Mo1 
Mn, Ni , Pb, Ti , V and 
ZD 
1.0% or 10, 000 . ppm. 
'-�' -- . . 
P-� l% or 1 , opo ppm 
. ,.p .01% or_ . 100 PJ?m 
.P:,�001� or 10 PpPl 
� .0001% or l ppm 
I .  Prep:aration ot ·•ork:l:ng Curvc!t8 • 
Ga and Zr 
0.1� or 1, 000 ppm 
0.01% or 100 ppm 
0.001� or 10 ppm 
0 .0001� Qr 1 ppm 
, 0 .00001� or.l ppm 
. Once the standard.a were prepared they W81'8 Jl&de re·ady for 
arcing ' an'd then burned '1n 'the same manner aa the rock or 
mineral sample ( see  page ,s) .  A seven atep rotating sector 
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was used while recording the spectrum. Conditions of 
arcing and proeeasi�g of the plat.e s  _were exactly the s ame .  
Only tour stepped spectra c�uld. be. · made per plate, hence 
, .  .' : . .  f. 
. 
sevez-al plates were prepared r·�,r _ the two types of s tandards 
. .  \ 
and the rock and m1·neral sampl.e s� :._ Several samples  and 
standards were arced a second t ime to check results previously 
obtained. 
Cs.libra tion of the plate emulsi.on was ._ considered un-
necessary as no internal standards were · used. Moreover it 
was the ob ject or tbe author to get data regarding relative 
amounts of -trace element s  rather than their absolute amounts .  
Working curves were prepared by plotting log percent 
transmi ssion of selected sen sitive lines free from inter­
=ference vs·. log · element_ c oncentration in parts per milli on 
( tor �amp��- - working curves see f igurea � and 4 )  • For 
convenience.  plotting was d_�ne on a :tog-lo� graph paper 
o:f 2 x 3 c7cles . 
-�alyai;s lines used :for d1 :f1'erent elements :  are given 
in Table IV ..... togetber_ ·: .witb the sensitivi�ies  obtained. 
For measuring �ercen, transmiaaion of �7 analysis line 
in the spectrum of a.n7 · sample or standard, tbe plate was 
i'irst aligned with thet' master plate in the · Spec-reader. 
The _galvan�eter defleotion _ was adjusted to  zero  when no 
light reached the pb�����ell. Clear ·glas s  deflect ion was 
held constant at the '. 100 scale division or the galvanometer 
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l .S  
Par ts 10 25 50 100 250 500 
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Tab1e IVo Analytical Line s Used and Their Detection Limits 
Element Wave Length, A Lower detection limit 
Sil.ver Ag 3382.89 15 ppm 
Coba1t eo . 3453.50 10 ppm 
Chromium Cr 3021 . 56 12 ppm 
Copper · , t Cu · 3273. 96 2 ppm 
Gallium Ga 2 943 .64 4 ppm 
Germanium Ge 3039. 06 2 0  ppm 
Mangane se Mn 2949 .20 15 ppm 
', Mn 2801.06 l ppm 
Molybdenum. M:o - 3170.35 10 ppm 
Nickel Ni 3414 .76 12 ppm 
Lead Pb 2833.07 10 ppm 
Strontium Sr 3464 .46 300 ppm 
Titanium Ti  3372.80 80 ppm 
Vanadium v 3183 . 98 10 ppm 
Zinc Zn 3345 .02 2500 ppm 
Zirconium Zr 3273 .05 100 ppm 
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of the �late was kep� under tbe •lit of tbe photocell. 
With the initial adjuatment. the analysis 11ne was then . · 
brought under the ali� of the p�otoce1l ,  slightly to the 
left of the - center and scanned by .press ing tbe root awitch . 
This automatically moved the line �o the right. The lowest 
deflec tion �as recorded. The plate . was then racked up step 
by step and minimum deflections recorded. Readings between 
3 and 70 were considered rel1ab1e.  By taking s imilar 
readings tor the same anal�ais. line from the spectrum or 
ditrerent ��andards ,  a number of readings were obtained from 
which the �orking curve could be directly plo�ted on the 
log-log pap,r. For example . the reading of the first .step 
of a parti!�lar ana1yasis line of -standard 1 (1%). gave 
the . percen� transmission ce>rresponding to the element con­
centration ot 10�000 :�·Parts per million • . the second step• 
5000 ppm� tlle third step 2500 ppm • . · :fourth step J.250_ .ppm etc. 
Similarl.y • . ;_the first .; . a t,ep . of at�dard 100 ppm gave readings 
corre sponding to 100 ppm. the second s tep t o  50 ppm. the 
third to 2§ _ _  ppm. e to .  - : A.l.l the readings ••re .. plotted on 
,.:{ .,�· ... 
log-log paJ)er and a beat titting curve· obtained. · P �rcent 
tr"11smi sa1,�n was ple>,��ed oD the Y .a.xis and the : element con­
centrati on on the X axis. en a logarithmic · .·scale . 
The w,rking curvea , obtained tor the different ·analyai• 
lines were .t.straigbt .for . the most. part . but : . . curved ·in their 
upper por�+ons corresponding to ):ligb .percent · transmission 
o� J.ow conc.entratioa . or , the el.em.�11t. As tar . as . possible · 
only tbe straight .line port�on . 0£ . tbe curves was utilized 
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for converting percent .transmis si on to parts  per million. 
• • I - ! ' 
The gamma of most  of the working curves was found to  vary 
£rom 0.9 to . 1.1. Lead, however .  showed a lower value. 
Correction for background was usually low (upto 3% ) 
and hence ignored. The method ado,ted by the author proyed 
rather insensitive ror silver and very in sensitive for zinc. 
Ahrens and T�ylor ( 1961• p .251) a t�te that in presence o� 
much Fe, co. and Bi both Ag 3281 and 3383 are unusually weako 
Pre sence of ·:�i and Co in the sample• probably rendered Ag 
lin e s insensitive. They also .note ( p .266 ) t hat "un:Lesa  
.· ,\ ' 
platea sen��tized to the ultraviolet are us!d• Zn 3345 is 
usually emi>,�oyed and is  regarded as the most sensitive 11De .  
I t  makes p���ible � detection limit o f  about 100 ppm• 
providing a relatively large quantity { 50-100 mg) of sample 
is  arced. �· . , , , According to them unless special spectroebemical 
. . . ... . . . 
proce dure '!u�e used- _ Zn  is rarelr detectaple in conmon 
silicate m1nera1s, rock or soils. 
J. Detel"llination of Trace Element Content of Samples. 
The t1rs t  step 1� the dete:rmination of the trace e1ement 
content wa� to recognize the analysis line ( re�er t o  
Table IV. ) , and then .  seek other . conf'irmatory lines of the 
element. On1y when ���rirmatory lines �er� present in th� 
!/ 
spec trum. were measurements made f'or . percent tranami s sion.  
: . . . 
The usual setting _  of _ _  �_be _galvanometer . zero for no light 
reaching tbe photocell and 100 tor clear glass plate which 
did not recieve any light exposure . was utilized. I� the 
line p ersiste d  in �he oth�r �ector• • measurement s were 
made for them also. The percent transmission or any analysis 
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line could then be converte d  to  concentra tion of the element 
in parts per million directly :from the working curve. In 
a :few cases where tbe back ground was rather prominent, the 
minimum deflection of the galvanometer for the spec tral 
line and the · ma.ximum deflection for the adjacent areas were 
rec orded. From the working curves the se values were c onverted 
to element -�.oncentrations, the . di:f:ference . . . b eing the trace 
element content . ( For di scussion 0£ the method see Nachtri eb , 
1950, p. 138 ) . 
The lines chosen a s  analysis lines were selected so that 
interference wa s lacking :from the o ther el�ment s present 
in the samples. This e liminated the necessity :for c orrection 
due to interference. 
K. Reproducibility Checks . 
As  noted earlier , a11 samples  could not be arced in 
duplicate. It was recognized that in any kind of ana1ytiea1 
work it is essantia1 to have some quantitative data on  
the accuracy and reproducibility or the results. While a 
statistical approach was not possible , the author did per­
form analyses i n  duplicate £or some of the elements rrom 
samples chosen at random . These serve a s  a guide t o  the 
reliability or the data. The results are · tabulated i n  
Tab1e V and indicate that they are fairly reproduc 1b1e 
ror the purpose of this the sis. 
Table v. Tests  or Reproducib111t7 
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arced twice error 
7 t 23� 
8 ... 27'1, -
7 ! 21� 
8 � 30% 
'1 t 20� 
2 !: 13% 










VII. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIOB 
A o  General Statement. 
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Spectrochemical analyses of rock and mineral samples 
were scrutiDized for trends, differences, and s imilarities 
. . 
in trace element di·stribution pattern. Though the distri-
bution pat tern of trace elements was quite normal in different 
m1nera1 s, the interpretation presented difriculties due to 
the absence of pronounced trends or differences in trace 
element content ot the minerals and rocks. The smaller 
di.rference s and minor; trends were .such - that they could as 
well be ascribed to experimental error, inherent 1n a semi­
quantitative method or spectrocbemical analysiso Actual 
result s of apectrocbemical analysis or the rock samples and 
their constituent mineral.a are pres ented diagramaticall7 
in the form of histograms in Figures ' s  and 6 .  
A mathematical approach bas been attempted to arrive at 
definite conclusions . Some assumptions were made, since 
all the data were not available. The assumptions, t hough 
they may not be exact , do provide a safe margin without 
signitican�1Y affecting the final results and interpretation. 
,.· 
B. Diagramatic Presentation or Spectrochemical Analyses . 
Most or the spectrochemical data are diagramatically 
demon strated in two histogram cba.rta. A great deal of 
information c an be gathered from these histograms. In 
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!"1eure 1 .  Trace elelllilllt s in the minerals and ro ck samples ot Searohlilht quartz monmnite 1ntrus he . Ficurea are 11Ten 1n part s  per million .  
Colunm 1 under macnet ite represent s macnetite tr<lll sample S-1 , etc . * indi cate s absence ot lllineral in  t hat rook saaple • 
.._ indicat es that tbe el ermtnt wu not dete ct ed  but •iaht be absent or below limit ot detectability ot instrument . S 1ndioatea 
lower detect ion limit ot the el .. nt in ppm. 
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Figure I .  Trace elements in t he mineral s and rock s amples ot Searohlipt quartz monzonite intrusi Te .l"i&Ur es are 11 nn in parts  per mill ion. 
Column l under mapetit e represent s  magnet i t e  tram sample S-l , etc . •  indi c ate s absence ot mineral in that rock sample • 
.._ indicates that t he element was not det ect ed bQt lllight be abs ent or below l imit ot det ectabil ity ot instrument.  S ind icate• lower 
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ppm ( part s per million ) were plotted against di�ferent 
minerals and rock samples. A particular sequence or minerals 
was adopted to obtain maximum interpretat ive value from 
these histograms . Three factors were taken into cons iderat ion . 
l. The apopbyses of the forceful intrusive represent 
a specia1 portion of the body that cooled rapidly, hence its 
trace element content presumably represent s the trace element 
content of  the original magma . Thus the first two columns 
in the histograms for each mineral,  represent apopbyses or 
sample numbers S-1 and s-2 respectively. 
2. Ore, gangue. and wall rock alterations of veins 
show an asymmetrical zoning ( see Fig. 2 )  around the quartz, 
monzonite body in a north-south direc tion. Columns 4, 5 ,  6, 
and 7 are therefore allotted to samples s-4, s-s ,  s-a , and 
s-7 respectively, due to their geographical locations 
starting at the north and moving to the south .  
3 .  Sample s-e i s  a granite which shows little evidence 
of alteration. It may represent the last crystallized 
traction of the magma. ' · The last column is allotted to it . 
Rock sample S-3 . is excluded f'rom the histograms be­
cause it represents an entirely different rock. i.e. 
andesite porphyry from the wall rocks of the_ Pompeii mine. 
The ordering of the minerals in a particular sequence 
in the histograms from �be left to right was chosen some­
what according to the generally accepted sequence or 
crystalli zation of the magma . Augite, hornblende, and 
chlorite are grouped together since they could not be 
1ndiv1dua1ly separated. Approximate visual estimation• 
of the three minerals in the various samples is given in 
Table II. 
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Different el.ements are arranged in a vertical. direct-ion .  
cu and Pb are placed rir st because some information on their 
occurrence around the quartz monzonite is known. Other 
elements are arranged vertically and have no special rea son 
for placement except for space use and scale . 
c. Main Features of Trace Element Distribution. 
Pertinent inrormation from the histogre.ms ( see Figs. 5 
and 6 )  and Appendix A include : 
1. Distribution of Trace Element s. 
�· cu, Pb, Ni, co.  Mo. Ti, v. and Cr are more 
abundantly concentrated in the mafic minerals than the salic 
minerala o Some of these elements, notably Mn, Ti, Cr, v, 
Ni and Co seem to be practically confined to the matic 
minerals .  Reliability of Zn data i s  somewhat questionable 
because or its extremely poor sensitivi ty in the spectro­
cbemical method of analysis used. 
�· Sr is very high { 1200 to 4400 ppm ) in both 
types of f'eldspar. ortboclase and plagioclase, while in 
the green mineral group ( augite. hornblende. and oblorite ) ,  
it is much lower ( 350 to 890 ppm ) . 
£•  Ga occurs in all. . .  the minerals but is highest 
in plagioclase (22 to 55 ppm) f'ol.lowed by ortboclase 
(9 to 19 ppm )  and the mafic minerals including magnetite. 
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£• Cu shows its largest c oncentration in the 
green minera1 group ( 25 to 69 ppm).  Those samples with the 
greatest amount or unaltered augite and hornblende show 
the maxim.um cu content. Samples with maximum cblorite con­
tent show the least Cu content. 
�·  Cu is present in appreciab1e amounts ( 10 to 
15 ppm ) in all quartz samples . 
!• Bo trace of Cu was evident in the epidote 
samples s-s and S-7 ( see Appendix-A) , but appreciable amounts 
of Pb ( 37 and 64 ppm ) were present . 
&•  A high concentration of Pb { upto 165 ppm ) ,  
i s  present i n  the mafic minerals , but these minerals con­
sti tute only a small portion 0£ the bulk of the rock.  The 
two 1--eldspar s of the quartz monzoni te samples are :fa1r1y 
rich in Pb . ( average 38 ppm ) .  Since they form nearly 65� 
of the rock, the relatively high content of lead ( 16 to  
26  ppm ) in the rock samples is  attributed mainly t o the 
feldspars . 
!.• Zirconium· shows up in rock samples only. 
This indicat ea - that . it · oceurs in a separa te acce ssory 
mineral and not a s  a trace element in an essential m1nera1. 
The trace elements in the minerals and the rocks under 
consideration appear qui te normal. Their distribution is 
readily explained on " the ·· basis o.f the fundamental laws of 
geochemistry . The · erystal chemistry :factors controlling 
the entry and exit of a trace element in crystals have 
been well worked out by Goldschmidt ( 1954•  pp .27-46 ) .  
Score s or other workers in the field have conrirmed his 
results and substantiated bis generalizations . 
Data on trace elements or  other monzonite intrusives or 
Nevada is not available for c omparison. Griffitts and 
Nakagawa ( 1960•  p .B93 ) ,  however . have compiled data on the 
base metal content of the monzonitic rocks from severa1 mining 
districts of western United States. Since zinc content c ould 
not be determined satisfactorily in the present study• on1y 
the Cu and Pb content of the Searchlight quartz monzonite 
has b een compared ( see Table VI. ) w1 th that of other sim11ar 
rocks ot Nevada. While Pb seems to be quite normal, Cu 
is rather on the low side. 
The maj o r  variation rrom the expected trend in the trace 
element distribution in the present study i s  in quartz. The 
ionic radius ( 0 .42 A) and the cbarge - ( +4 ) of s ilicon are 
quite dirrerent from those of copper which has an ionic 
• 
radius of O. 72 A and a charge of +2 o Thus copper �-.daea� 
Jiot- r.\S.tem ,>11lteq.:.to be accommodated in the quartz structure . 
In recent times Cuttitta. Sen:ftle, and Walker (1960, p.49 1. )  
have exper1menta1 ly shown . that the quartz grains are capab1e 
or adsorbing copper ions by a physical adsorption phenome_non . 
This may explain why · all quartz samples show _ s1gn1:ficant 
quantities or copper. This same factor may also account 
for th e trace content �r Pb ( 6  to 10 ppm )  in quartz. 
sampl.es since ita ionic radius ( 1.2 A )  and charge ( •2 )  
would not normally permit substitution into the quartz 
lattice. 
Table VI. Comparison or Mean Copper and Lead Content of 
Searchlight �uartz Monzonite with that of the 
Monzonitic , Rocks of other Mining 
Districts of Nevada 
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( Mean values of the Cu and Pb contents of monzonitic 
rocks ot districts  other than Searchlight are taken 
rrom Griffitts and Nakagawa, 1960, p.B94 ) 
Source of sample Cu content Pb content Number 
in ppm in '. ppm or 
samples 
Searchlight � Clark County 13 22 7 
Cortez quadrangle stock 7 25 25 
Carlin quadrangle 80 10 3 
Austin area 7 25 26 
Gabbs area 13 11  5 
Uni onville quadrangle, 
Rocky Canyon area 8 26 7 
As noted ear11er in Table I epido te is quite common as 
a secondary mineral and partly as an introduced h7drotherma1 
mineral. · rt is more abundant in the southern portion of 
the . quartz monzonite intrusive. Analyses o f  two epidote 
samples S-S and s-? ( see Appendix A) show no trace of  Ou 
and a high content of Pb (37 and 64 ppm) . This strongly 
suggests that the solutions re sponsibl.e for the formation 
of epidote did not carry cu. The relatively high Pb content 
may be attributed to t he prim&.r7 plagioclase feldspars 
which were rich in Pb" and later altered to epidote . 
2 .  Trends Observed. 
Many of _ the trace elements show no apparent trends 
in the same mineral s  from differen t  geographic po sitions in 
th e quartz monzoni te body or in minerals . of early and late 
age .from the same rock. · Yet observabl.e trends occur in 
the case or some e lementa , · ou . Ni, Mo. v. and Cr ; and some 
minerals, magnetite, the green mineral group ( augite , 
hornblende and cbl.orite ) and biotite. 
Rather obvious geographic trends occur in the trace 
element con tent of magnetite from different rock samples 
or the quartz monzonite. This is sh own in the histograms 
of magnetite :rrom s-4 to S-7 ( north to sou th ) along the 
horizontal rows corresponding to different elements .  Pb 
shows a definite i.ncrease towards the nor th whereas Ni, 
v, Ti and Cr decrease . in the same direction. Variations 
also occur in the Mo content or magnetite but its variation 
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i s  so  small that it coul.d as well be attributed to  experi-
mental error. Other trace e1ement variations  in magnetite 
are rather erratic. 
Some trace element content varie s  .from the early to 
late formed mineral s .  The pyroxene-hornblende-ehlorite group 
contains more Cu than biotite of . the same sample. Biotite 
contain s more Cu than the plagioela se  while plagioclase c on­
tain s more Ou tban the orthoclase . Such trend s while present ., 
are not absolutely con si s tent .• 
Trace element c ontent · of rock sample shows a great 
uniformity :for Cr� Pb,  Ni ., Ga, Sr� Ti and Zr. Mn shows 
considerable irregularities. Cu has a definite increase 
from south samples to the north. While variation s are small, 
one could a scribe the variation s  to_ inherent error in a 
semi-quantitative method ot spectrochemical analysi s . To 
check the trend in the Cu content or the rock sample s from 
the · · south to north against ·· possible exper1menta1 error, 
samples S-4 to s-7 were arced twice. The same trend was 
pre sent, though total cu. content  was somewhat different rrom 
the first arcing ( see Table VII). 
3. Variations of Trace Elements  of Apopbyse s  Compared 
to Main Quartz Mon zonite. 
There i s  more Ni , Mo , and Mn in the magnetites of 
the apophyses than in the magnetites of other sample s. 
Similarly, there i s  more Sr, Cr, Ni, Co, Pb, Ga , Mn, Ti 
and Zn ( f) in the green minerals (mo stly chlorite ) ,  but le ss  
Mn , V ,  Cr, Ti and Cu  in the biot ites of the apophyses than 
Table VII . Compari son of Cu and Pb Contents in ppm of 
Actual and Hypothetical Rock Samples 
S-1 s-2 S-4 s-5 s-s s-7 
Computed hypotbet-
ical Cu  content 
in ppm 12 14 15 .5  19 11 21 
Actual Cu content in 
ppm from spectro- · 
chemical analysis . ( 1 ) 16 12 18 15 13 11 
( two �igures given 
where sample was 
arced twice ) ( 1 1 ) 11 . 13 13 10 8 
Computed Pb content 
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in ppm 37 .7 38 40 47 30 ., 3S .5  
Actual Pb content 
in ppm from spectro-
chemical analysis .  ( 1 ) 26 20 20 26 18 16 
( two :figures given . 
where sample was 








1n the corresponding minerals of_ rest of the quart z monzonite. 
Bulk trace e1ement analy ses of the apophyses samples, show 
only minor variation trom the bu1k analyses of the trace 
elements of the remaining rock samples, because  the mafics, 
which carry the �omalously high values of certain trace 
e lement s ,  form only minor portion of the rocks . 
D. Approach to  the Problem. 
From the mass of spe etrocbemiea1 data on tr.ace e lements 
described, no suitable answer f or the asymmetrical zonal 
distribution of ore, gangue and wall rock alteration around 
the quartz monzonite in��usive could be given • .  Se'!-�c.bli_ght 
district as noted, has ·been a producer of g�ld and silver 
witb copper and lead . Untortunatoly, the spectrocbemical 
method used in the present ��e � tig�t.ion, proved to be  too 
insensitive £or silver and - zinc. Go1d was not expected t o  
show because of its very sparse distribution in . the area . 
Unle ss some pre-enrichment method like the lead-bead method 
( Ahrens and Taylor, 19�1-� p.252) is used, it is no� de­
tected even in the s o ; cal.led . go1d ores .  Tbus the distri­
b�tion of go1d and silver, the most important economi c 
metal. a or the district, could not be ascertained in the 
qu•rtz monzonite samples . Copper �nd lead were the only two 
metals about which intQrmation was available ( see page 1 ) . 
Diagnos tic trends ·0£ some el.ements . ,could not bf obtained 
• • . ' . . i • � ' 
pecause or the altered nature and limited number of samples. 
Since some data on gold, silver, copper and lead were 
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ava11able, a new approach was att empted . This included tbe 
following facts and assumptions : 
1. Mineral analyses  bad been carried out by purifying 
the . minerals as  much as possible . The trace element analyse s 
or such mineral samples should tberer ore approximate that of 
the minerals originally crystallized from the magma . 
2.  Pyroxene and hornblende could not b e  obtained a s  
monomineralic sample s, as a result the ir analy ses are lac king. 
The histograms (Figs. 5 and 6 )  and Table II show a release 
of Cu in the alteration f'rom pyroxene or amphibole to 
chlorite. Chlori te ( samples S-1 and S-2 with green mineral 
content c onsisting or 99� chlo:rit e )  shows an appreciable 
amount ( 41 to 47 ppm ) . If it is a ssumed tha t the Cu con-
tent of the original unalt ered green mineral group ( augite 
and hornblende ) i s  at least equal to that of the partial1y 
Cu depleted green minera1 group a s  obtained by pur1.f1cation, 
the estimated Cu content or the original una1tered green 
minera1s will be on the 1ow and s afe s ide . 
3 . Zircon and apatite occur as minor accessory minerals . 
These could not b e  a nalyzed because of lack o.f sufficient 
material. Since they const! tute only a very sma.11 fract.ion 
of the rock samp1e s ,  they were ignored. · · In later calculat ion s, 
due correction is  made for theil" omi ssion, however . ·· · 
With the above in ·mind, the ·volumetric  modal analyses 
of ' t he rock samples were converted · ·  to weight · p ercentage 
modal ana1yse s by using the following denslties of minera1s 
from standard textbooks on mineralogy: 
Ortboclas e  
Plagiocla se 

















From the weight perc entage modal analyses ( Table VIII ) ,  the 
green minerals { augite, hornblende and cblorite )  were combined 
into one uni t for c omputation of trace element content of a 
hypoth
.
etic a11y original unaltered roeko Zircon and apatite 
were excluded in the oa1culat1on and due allowance  made for 
their omission ( Table IX ). 
Epidota which is present in minor quant ities in every 
rock sample, showed no trace or Cu in tbe two samples { S-6 
and s-7 ) analyzed. The Pb content or these samples was 6 4  
and 37 ppm { sea Appendix A ). It was therefore assumed that 
the unanalyz ed epidote . rrom other samples contained no copper 
and only 37 ppm or Pb. It would have made very little 
difference in  the r1nal result since the epidote occurs in 
such small amounts, even if some other rigures had been chosen. 
Table VIII o Modal Analysis of Searchlight "uartz. 
Monzonite (By Weight Percentage ) 
Minerals Rock Semple Numbers 
s-i s-2 s-4 s-5 s-6 s-7 s-s 
Orthoclase 42.6 43 . 7  33. 6  27.1 37.6 22.a 39 . 6  
Plagiocla se 35.5 34.5 37.8 35. 9 3 4.2  37.0 25.0 
�uartz 9.S 8.9 9.7 20.4 12. 1 15 .1 27. 9  
Biotite 4.6 4.6 5 . 6 4 .5 3. 4 6.6 3.5 
Magnetite 3 .8 3 .8 3 .8 3 08 3 .8 5.5 1.9 
Augite 0 .3 o .s 2 .5 1.9 2 .0 3 .e o .o 
Hornblende O o3 o . s 3 o5 1.2 1.9 4.6 o .o 
Zircon plus 
Apatite o .s o.7 1 . 3 o .s 1.3 1.3 O oO 
Musc ovite o .o o .o O oO o .o o .o o .o 2 .1 
Chlorite 1 . 1 1.1 1.0 2.0 1.1 1 .0 o .o 
Epidote 1. 3 1.5 1.2 2 .s 2 06 2 .s o.o  
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
*Total ot green 
minerals augite, 
l. .  '7 2 .3 7 .0 S o l 5 .1 9.2 o .o hornblende and 
chlorite 
*Note : The i'igur es under the total of green minerals are used 
in the eal.culations shown in Table IX .  
Table IX o  Illustration or Method or Calculation of 
Cu and Pb content in ppm of 
Hypothetical U.�a1tered Rock Samp1e S-7 
Mineral Wt '!, in cu Pb Wt '/, x Cu  Wt � x Pb 
rock ppm ppm 
Orthoclase 22.s 10 26 22a .o 592.8 
Plagioc1ase 37.0 18 49 666.0 1813.0 
Quartz 15.1 16 9 241 .6 135. 9 
Biotit e  6.6  29 34 191.4 224 . 4  
Magnetite 5 .5 13 4:5 71.5  2f"l . s  
Green Mi.nerala 
( augite �  horn-
blende. and 
cblorite ) 9.2  69 54 634 .8 496.8 
Epidote 2.5 o.o 37 o .o 92 .5 
Tota1 98 .7 2033.3 3602.9 
Cu content in ppm in ·the hypothetically unaltered rock : 
· 2033. 3/98.7 : 20.6 ppm 
Pb content = 3602.9/98 .7 : 36.5 ppm 
From the spectrochemica1 anal.y-sis _ of" the actual rock s�ple S-7 
1 st arcing 
2nd arcing 
Cu : ll ppm ; 
Cu : 8 ppm ; 
Pb : 16 ppm 
Pb : · 14 ppm 
A sample ca1culat1on 0£ the Cu and Pb content or the 
hypothetical unaltered rock is  included in Table DC. 
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A compari son of the trace Cu and Pb content of the hypo­
thetical unaltered rock and the altered rock as co1lected in 
the field is included in Table VII. 
E .  . Comparative Cu and Pb Conten.-ts of Quartz Monzonite and 
Hypothetical.ly Una'ltered "uartz Jlonzonite. 
Tab:Le VII s hows that the Cu content of .the hy�pothet1ca1 
unaltered rock gra�ually increases from S-4 �n the north 
to S-7. in the extreme south . The only exc_ep�;on is sampl.e 
S-6 collec ted from a valley floor. In the analyzed altered 
rooks the trend of Cu content. is . . the reverse, 1 .• e .  it  
incre�_ses northward. The magnitude of . the prog�.,�ss1 ve 
change may not be much, but . tbe ,. trend _ i a _ definitely present 
. and confirmed by second an��ys� s ot samp1es S-4 t o . S�7 
( see  Table VII } �  In the case  o.f the s o.uthernmo�t hypo­
thetical sample s-7 , the ropk oontain.ed more Cu than any ot . 
the rock samples t'rom . the nort�:• The Cu  content o.f the 
altered s-7 is lowest. Thi s sample, incidently, ·1s closest 
to the Quartette mine, the ia��e,t prod�cer of c opper in_ 
the district. Thi s s uggests tba� the Cu might. have migrat�d 
.from the quartz monzonite to  th� ,present copper r ich fissure 
areas. Universal. pre_�ence of :8.dsorbed _ Cu _ on quartz sugge sts 
that the solutions which caused the rock altera.tion relea sed 
' . . � •• �· .;,· • ,'"'. I . ' .., 
copper, part o.f which was 6'd�.�rbed_ on the quartz sr.ai_na, . 
the remainder either migrating out of the rock into  the 
surrounding rocks or remaining within the parent mass.  
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The possibility that copper might have migrated from 
the quartz monzonite, i s  further strengthened by the f1e1d 
obs ervations of Callaghan ( 1939•  p . 158 ) . He concluded on 
the basis of wall rock alterations and the natur e  of gangue 
in the veins, that the solutions in the southern part of the 
intru.sive must have been acidic and those in th e north 
alkaline. The acidic alteration would suggest that more 
copper would be leached 1'rom the quartz monzonite in the south 
than in the north. The fact that rock samples from the north 
do contain more copper indicates that the total copp er con­
tent 0£ the rock was less affec ted probably due to  alkaline 
solutions prevailing there. 
Examining the value s obtained for Pb in the hypothetically 
unaltered r ock, it is c1ear that the original unaltered rocks 
w�re much richer in lead than the present a1tered rocks . 
In othe r  words, a large quantity or 1e ad bas been removed from 
the quartz  monzonite. Production figures ( see page 1 )  of  
the district indicate- nearly 2.6 : l production of  lead/copper . 
Thi s roughly follows 2.-7 /1 ratio of Pb/Cu in the unaltered 
rock. 
The limited number of rock samples from the intrusive 
and the data available do not p ermit any tentative theory 
on the origin of zoning around the quartz monzonite. · Since 
Ag is usually associated with Pb. leaching of Pb from the 
quartz monzonite (mostly from the feldspars )  might have 
been accompanied by the leaching of Ag also. Unfortunately 
the Ag content could not be determined by the method used. 
Likewise the ana1yses did not give inrormation on the go1d 
content of the rook s .  
'r!B 
VIII . CONCLUSIONS 
Ore from the Searchlight district has been mined from 
veins of westerly trend along t he western and southern 
margins or a quartz monzon1te intrusive. A zonal distribution 
of these deposits about the quartz monzonite is suggested 
by a regional variation in t he metal and mineral content or 
the veins and the wall rock alteration .  Copper-gold was 
produced most abundantly from the south veins, lead-oopper­
gold from the central area and silver-gold in the northern 
vein s o  
Spectrograpbic anal.yses were made of individual minerals 
and rocks of the intrus�ve mass . The ferro-magnesian 
minerals of the Searchlight intrusive contain anomalously 
high concentration of' most o:t t·he trace elements, notably, 
Cu, Pb, Ni , Co, Mn and Cr. The salic minerals, on t he whole 
are poor in the above noted elements. Sr and Ga, however � 
are concentrated more in th e reldspars. The ana1yses of 
the green mineral group ( augite, hornblende and cblorite ) 
indicate that some Cu  was released in the alteration or 
pyroxene to chlorite. 
A peculiar feature of t he trace element distribution in 
the minerals of the rock samples is that all quartz samples 
show significant amoun.t s of Cu and s ome Pb. This has been 
explained as possibly due to physical surface adsorption of 
these elements on the quartz grain surfaces . This suggests 
that quartz grains have been acted upon by Cu and Pb bearing 
solutions . 
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Compared t o  the compilation of Turakian and Wedepohl 
( 1961, p.186 ) on elemental abundance in granitic rocks, the 
trace elemen t content o;f the samples o� the Searchlight 
quartz monzo nite intrusive is, on the average, low. in Ga• 
Cr, Mn and v. I t  is about normal in Cu, Ni , Ti, and Zr and 
high in Pb and Sr . 
Compared to the average Cu ( 24 ppm )  and Pb ( 19 ppm) 
content of monzoniti� rocks of �he mining districts of the 
western United States ( Grif;fitts and Nakagawa, 1960 1 p.B9 4 ) , 
the Searchlight body is low in Cu (13 ppm ) and high in 
Pb ( 22 ppm ) • 
Little difference exists in the bulk trace element 
analyses of the apophyses and the ma�n mass or the _ quar,t z 
mon z onite. This is probabli .. d�e _ � o _ the smal.l proportio� of 
ma:fic mineral. a in the rocks. .pronounced trends in the trace 
element distribution patterns are in general la cking, yet 
minor geographic variation, from north to south• in certain 
o.f these trace elements in · the ma.fie minerals is present . 
In magnetite the Pb content increases toward the nort h  while 
Ni, V, Ti and Cr decrease .  
Another trend occurs in the case o.f C u  in . the early to 
.' . .. 
late :forming minerals · in the same rock samples. Cu is more 
abundant in the pyroxenes than in the late formed biotite . 
Cu is more abundant in the p 1agioclase than orthoclase. 
• • • 
, 
� I .- ' 
. The :fresh minerals in the southern-most sample show a 
big�er cu .content, but the somewhat altered rock s ample bas 
less Cu content than . samples from the north. -· .
. 
·se 
Spectrochemical data on goid and silver could not be 
obtained in the study. Spectrocbemical analyses of the 
purified minerals of the rocks clearly indicate that fresh 
qu�rtz monzonite must have contained greater amounts or Pb 
and Cu than the altered pbasea .  The latter show only 2 2  ppm 
of Pb and 13 ppm of Ou on an average ,  compared to  37 ppm or 
Pb and 14 ppm of Cu in the postulated unaltered rock . This 
indicates that larger amounts or Pb than Cu have been removed 
rrom the original fresh rock. This roughly corresponds t o  
the 2.6 :l production rat io o f  lead t o  copper in the district. 
Spectrochemical data and the asymmetrical zoning of 
mineralization around the Searchlight quartz monzonite 
intru sive suggest that the body is truly a "productive" one .  
Rock samples near the main lead producers sh ow a maximum 
depletion 0£ Pb from the postulated unaltered rock. The 
southernmost samples show a depletion in copper� and the 
original unaltered rock as rich in copper. The maj or copper 
production came :from this general area . While data on gold 
content are not a va1lab1e, the maj or go1d production came 
from the area of copper production. 
The study s trongly indicate s that one c ould predict 
the productive or non-productive nature of . an intrusive 
body. A controlled study or similar type, to the one 
completed, is needed at other localitie s to further sub­
stantiate or disprove - trends noted above and the procedure 
listed below . 
First analyze altered and unaltered minerals of the 
selected intrusive to see if appreciable dif'ference exists 
in the amounts of the elements sought. Bulk analyses of 
the rocks should also. be made for the trace elements to 
determine 1.f the ma t_er1 al releas�d by rock alteration has 
migrated or has been retained in the parent rock . If the 
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former case h olds, a reasonable prediction of deposits in 
.fracture s, shear zones or in · sui-table host reeks near the­
intrusive could be made if otber· ·ge<?iogic .fac tors are favor-.ble. 
APPENDIX A 
Trace Element C ontent of M1nera1 and Rock S amples o� 






































. .  ·Rock . . :·sample . 


































El.ement s  sought but. not detected s 

























*Indicate s that · the :f.:igures - a� .not accurate due to  excessive 
interference :from ,neigbboring.1:· s trong< iron .11l'1• ·· 
X ·IJidioates that the element was . not detected . 
t Indicates  that tbe !igur.ea are 4oubt.tu1 .aa  ·.the anal.yaia 
line was bare1y v1sib1e. 










































































Elements sought but not detected, 














* Indicate s  that figures are not a ccurate due to excessive 
interrerenee rrom neighboring strong iron line . 
** Indicate s that no conrirmatory lines were seen. 












































































g·soo- · ·· · - 7900· - - · aooo· 
62 110 65 68 
B . s .  B . s. 
. • . �!. • . 
• � : •. 
B. S .  B . S .  
Elements sought but not detected :  






















* Indicates that the figures are not accura te due to excessive 
interference from neighboring strong iron line. 
** Indicate s that the figures are not reliable due to poor 
sensitivity of Zn .  
B. s. Indicates that the analysis line was detectable by 
the instrument oniy and hence the amount present is 
below sensitivity of Zn ( 2500 ppm ) .  
PLAGIOCLASE: 
Trace Rock Sample 
E1ement s-1 s-2 S-4· s-5 S-6 s-7 s-a . 
cu 10 13 12 15 18 18 9 
Ga 44 27 41 22 41 55 35 
Mn 140 52 63 150 135 100 50 
Pb 48 35 31 35 35 49 36 
sr 3150 3600 4000 4400 4200 3550 1650 
T� 500 l.92 210 470 420 280 60 
V . . . x x x 16 15 x x 
E1ement s sought but not de tected : 
Ag, Au, Be , Co, Cr, Ge, Mo• Ni, Sc, Sn• Zn and Zr. 
X Indicates that the element was not detected. 
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ORTHOCLASE : 
Trace Rock . Sant:e1e 
Element s-1 s-2 
. . s-4 s-s S�6 s-'7 s-e 
Cu 12 13 11 15 . 2 10 X '  
Ga 16 19 17 18 12 18 9 
Mn 160 95 ·· . 72 105 90 54 11 
Pb 31 37 64 60 21 26 29 
Sr 1370 1650 3800 l.950 1350 1200 2450 
Ti 850 205 250 465 270 192 120 . .  
·• • {\ . . . ... . 
E1ements sought but not de�ected : 
Ag, Au., Be,  Co,  Cr, G e, Mo, Ni , Sc, Sn, v., Zn and Z:r . 
. . 
Indicates that t he element was not detected . 
8? 
QUARTZ : 
Trace Rock Sam2le 
Element s-1 s-2 s-4 S�5 S-6 S-7 s-s 
cu·· 17 12 10 . 14 11 16 10 
Ga 4: 4 4 5 4 5 4 
Mn 11 22 22 22 14 14 22 
Pb. 10 7 s 25* 6 9 x 
Ti* 180 185 175 185 145 195 62 
v· 14 11 11 X. X. x 10 
E1ementa sought but not deteoted t 
Ag . Au, C o ,  Cr, Ge , Mo , Ni, Sc ,. S::n, Sr, Zn and Zr o  
*- Indicates that the .figures are not rel1ab1e: ,probably 
due to contamination .  
X Indicates that the element was not detected.  
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EPIDOTB and MUSCOVITE: 
'?race Epidote Epidote Muscovite 
Element from S-6 :from s-7 from S-8 
Ga 30 .- 20. 67 
Mn 180 166 1721! 
Pb 64 37 18 
Sr 2600 4200 x 
Ti 320 275 , 3500 
V: 51 70 49 
Elements sought but not detected : 
Ag, Au, Be, Co, Cr, Cu, Ge, Mo, Sc, Sn, Zn and Zr. 
'·· .1 : 
X Indicates that the e lement was not detected • 
. ' ·  ! ,.  
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ROCK SAMPLES (Quartz Monz on! te) : 
Trace s-1. s-2 S-4 s-s S-6 s-7 s-s 
Elemen t 
Cr 22 21 46 21 22 25 12 
Cu 16 12 18 16 13 11 7 
Ga. 11 10 10 9 9 6 8 
Mn 420 308 500 165 215 155 116 
Ni 16 14 14 12 16 15 x 
Pb 26 20 20 26 18 16 24 
Sr 760 1130 980 650 1100 800 780 
Ti 3220 3890 3535 2800 4200 2735 720 
v 17 20 37 22 22 21 x 
Zr 1.15 113 118 l.10 108 108 100 
El.ements  sought but not detected: 
Ag, Au, Be, Co, Ge, Mo, Sn and Zn .  
x Indicates that the element was not detected. 
ANDESITE PORPHYRY ( Sample no . S-3 and its Phenocryst 
Minerals ) : 
Trace M1nera1s 
Element Magnetite Hornblende · Biotite Plagioclase 



















































Elements sought but not detected : 














X Indicates that the e1ement was not detected. 
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Rock 














* Indicates that the figures are not accurate due to excessive 
interrerence rrom neighboring strong iron line. 
? Indic ates that the analysis line was detectabl.e by the 
instrument on1y and hence might be present below the detection 
limit ( 2500 ppm ) or Zn .  
9 1  
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